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A

ll enterprises operate within a political, social and
economic context, while being subject to regulatory and
institutional constraints. For enterprises to thrive, work
must be done to ensure that the business environment in which
they operate is favourable, as it is critical to achieving sustainable
development.
Given that over 37million MSMEs account for more than 70%
of jobs in Nigeria and about 48.5% of the nation’s GDP, the
importance of creating an enabling environment for these
enterprises to thrive was made a priority by the government.
The focus on this led to the creation of the Presidential Enabling
Business Council (PEBEC), which now spearheads reform
interventions to reduce bureaucratic bottlenecks and make
business in Nigeria easier.
Over the past 3 years, Nigeria has implemented more than
140 reforms, increased its Distance-to-Frontier (DTF) score
by over 11 basis points, and moved up 24 places in the World
Bank Doing Business Index rankings. In this edition, we will be
highlighting some of the critical work that PEBEC has done
across twelve focus areas. These directly address several pain
points of business owners and businesses, by reducing time,
cost, and procedural requirements when dealing with Ministries,
Departments and Agencies (MDAs), thereby increasing efficiency
and transparency.
Real people like you, who work and own business all across the
country in different sectors, have contributed to this edition. They
have helped to validate the work that has gone into improving
the business environment, and to tell a story of optimism.
I hope you will enjoy the read…and then tell a friend.
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START UP

Starting a
Business in Nigeria
A step-by-step guide for moving from idea to
being a business owner
By Odunoluwa Longe

M

any people who choose to start
a business do so because they
have identified a need that requires a solution or a gap that is an opportunity they can take advantage of.
Most times, these business owners begin to assess the viability of the business opportunity, a suitable business
model and other legitimate business
concerns. Very often, they push to the
backburner, the regulatory framework
required to provide a proper foundation in starting their business. This article is to serve as a guide to that brave
entrepreneur who is willing to see her
idea take shape, lay the proper framework and position her business for
growth.
Upon identifying the kind of business
you want to do as an entrepreneur,
one of the most important things you
need to do next is identify and set up

04

an appropriate legal structure or entity for your business. To do this, you
need to register your business with the
Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC).
The CAC is the relevant government
agency that governs and regulates the
registration and operation of business
entities in Nigeria.
The legal structure for your business
will depend on the nature of your business.
If you wish to run a one-person business or a partnership with less statutory obligations, you can register your
business as a business name. Sometimes, the nature of your business will
determine whether or not you choose
to register as a business name. For instance, law firms must be set up as a
business name, whilst a financial services business cannot be registered
as a business name. Where you wish
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to have your business structured as a
company with the members of your
company having shares in the company, you can register your business as a
limited liability company. If you want a
legal structure that allows you to function as a social enterprise or an NGO
(non-governmental organisation) and
still conduct business (without distributing profit), you can register a company limited by guarantee or incorporated trustees. However, it is important
to note that the proceeds and profits
of a company limited by guarantee
or incorporated trustees must only
be applied to the purposes for which
the company was formed and not to
be distributed to the members of the
company or trustees.
The good thing is, gone are the days
when business registration took a protracted period or was a complex process as the CAC has now made business registration seamless and quick.
The process is also online and can be
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done by anyone who has access to a
mobile device.

on the CAC portal, a business entity is
registered within 2-3 days.

The CAC’s operational restructuring
is one of the reforms that has been
implemented by the Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council
(PEBEC), to ensure that the process
of starting a business is more efficient
and faster.

To alleviate the complexity that comes
with going to the Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS) to stamp your
CAC forms during the registration process or generate a TIN for your business, post business-registration (which
is required for remitting taxes and a
pre-condition to opening a bank account), through an integration with the
FIRS e-payment solution, stamp duty is
paid with documents stamped without
walking into the FIRS office. Also, after
you have completed your business registration process, your TIN is automatically generated and sent to your email
address.

This reform has enabled business owners to register their businesses online.
Checking whether a proposed business
name is available can be done through
the CAC portal. Name reservations and
approvals (or denials where applicable) are done within 4 hours if the request is submitted before 2 pm on a
business day or the next working day
if after 2 pm. There are no more multiple forms to fill as the multiple forms
required for company incorporation in
times past have now been compressed
into one single form - CAC 1.1; and upon
completing the form and uploading it

For tax purposes, every business must
have a tax identification number (TIN)
with which it will remit its taxes to the
appropriate tax authorities. A TIN is
also required to open a corporate bank
account with a Nigerian bank.
In addition to these, the CAC has a responsive customer service desk to resolve complaints.

“The good thing is, gone are
the days when business
registration took a protracted period or was a complex
process, as the CAC has now
made business registration
seamless and quick.”

After registering your business with
the CAC and obtaining your TIN, you
need to take note of any sector-specific licence that you might require to
legally run your business in Nigeria. For
instance, if your business will involve
manufacturing consumables, you will
need to obtain a licence from the National Agency for Food and Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC)
and if you are going to offer financial
services, you will need to obtain a licence from the Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN), if advertising, you need to be
registered with the Advertising Practitioners of Nigeria (APCON), etc.
It is also important that you trademark
the name and logo for your business
with the Trademarks, Patents and Design Registry to protect these assets
which will become more valuable as
the business grows.
Conclusively, as the Chinese proverb
says, the journey of a thousand miles
begins with a single step. Your entrepreneurship journey can begin by taking a single step with this guide I have
shared.
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Getting it Right
from the Start
As an aspiring entrepreneur, the realities
you will face in starting a business may not
be readily captured by a simple business
plan. Here are some of the elements you
need to consider as you make plans to
jump out and execute that business idea.
By Teju Abisoye

T

he internet has a plethora of articles on starting or formalising
a business; most of which are
rather generic and not tailored to any
particular industry. Nigeria is a vibrant
and ripe economy for starting a business with a host of ideas everywhere
you turn. However, the actuality of
starting a business in Nigeria can present itself as a daunting task. Aside from
challenges that may arise such as inadequate capital, staffing challenges,
choice of location and overall business
viability, a potential business owner
will almost certainly encounter a number of regulatory considerations from
concerned Ministries, Departments and
Agencies (MDAs) which can be easily
overlooked while developing a fantastic business plan. The importance of
these legal and regulatory considerations cannot be overemphasised, as

“...a potential business owner
will almost certainly encounter a number of regulatory
considerations from concerned Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs)
which can be easily overlooked while developing a
fantastic business plan”
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they will almost certainly involve a level
of financial commitment e.g. taxes, fees
and permits. Failure to comply with
these regulations can often times lead
to dire consequences such as business
closure and fines for entrepreneurs,
and may affect their ease of conducting business in a particular location.
The aim of this article is to provide
some level of clarity the steps required
to start a successful business venture
while taking into consideration very
important legal and regulatory aspects.
1) You are ready to start your business,
so what’s next? By now, you already
have a business idea and fancy business name. It may help to have your
great ideas documented in a business
plan and undergo some desk and market research to ensure the viability of
your business. It will be beneficial to
identify your competitors and closely
examine their business models; not to
replicate them verbatim but to improve
on those aspects that you consider as
areas of competitive advantage while
including your new ideas. At this stage,
you should consider having mentors
who may or may not have operated in
your proposed industry as a highly useful resource for guidance and direction.
If possible, join a business association
to receive mentoring and support from
business owners in similar ventures.

2) Regulations, Regulations, Regulations!!!: The importance of complying
with stipulated business regulations as
enacted by the Federal Government of
Nigeria is of critical importance:
•

Business Incorporation Certificate: Firstly, a business owner will
have to register the business with
the Corporate Affairs Commission
(CAC). In the past, this was a very
laborious process that took weeks
or months to complete, but recently there have been improvements made due to the work of
the Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council (PEBEC),
which was set-up by the current
administration to improve the ease
of doing business in Nigeria. As a
result, you can now search for and
reserve a company name within 4
(four) hours, and register a new
company) within twenty-four (24)
hours from the time you submit
the required and correct documentation for registration with the
CAC.

•

Tax Matters: It is also important
to register your business with the
Federal Inland Revenue Service
(FIRS) and your state tax agency to remit your taxes regularly.
These processes have now been
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made fully automated by the FIRS
for federal taxes, and in some
states like Lagos and Kano.
•

•

Local Government Fees, Levies
and Permits: Many businesses in
Nigeria are sometimes approached
with demands by unauthorised
Local Government operatives. It
would be beneficial to make a trip
to your local government council
at the start to confirm all the business fees and permits required in
order to ensure you are allowed to
run your business unhindered.
Product Registration with SON/
NAFDAC: If you are selling a product, it is important to make your
products available for inspection
and approval with the National
Agency for Food & Drug Administration & Control (NAFDAC) or
Standard Organisation of Nigeria
as may be required. Product registrations can be done online on the
NAFDAC website, and again due
to the recent reforms of PEBEC,
timelines for registrations have reduced significantly..

3) Acquiring an accessible location:
Your business location provides a
meeting point between you as a business owner and current/prospective
customers. Unless your business is run
online or does not need a physical location, it will be beneficial to acquire an
accessible location. This is heavily dependent on your available capital. The
good news is that if you are in Lagos or
Kano, it has also now been made easier
and cheaper to register your business
premises or property.
4) Building your brand identity: Your
brand identity reflects your values, beliefs and culture as a business. It is a
combination of tangible and intangible
aspects of your business which include
logo, social media, taglines and customer service. Social media has become a revolutionary tool to connect
sellers to buyers with just a few clicks.
Creating content for digital platforms
has become important to retain and
increase your social media following
and also remain relevant amongst numerous competitors. Be sure to understand your brand strategy and pay
attention to driving to support your
business growth.
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6) Creating and regularly updating
your marketing and sales plan: The
creation of a marketing and sales plan
should have been covered adequately in your business plan. In addition to
this, you need to constantly update
your marketing plan to include changes
in tastes and preferences of your target
market. You need to identify how you
intend to distribute, market and sell
your products with minimal costs. You
should also discover your most effective marketing channels and adequately employ them to increase your sales.
7) Hiring and training your staff: As
your business grows, you will need to
hire capable additional hands to serve
your customers better. There is the
need to ensure that your team is adequately equipped to efficiently handle
tasks, as they would become the faces
of your company in your absence. You
will need to establish values, beliefs
and habits that influence your team
positively. The culture built within your
team will influence the value and quality of service given to your customers.
8) Customers are your first priority: Finally, maintaining great customer service and handling feedback is essential
to the sustainability of any business.
As a business owner, it is important to
ensure you have open and responsive
channels which are easily accessible by
customers.
The improvement of the operating
conditions of small businesses is our
top priority at the Lagos State Employment Trust Fund (LSETF). We seek to
assist MSMEs in the following ways.
•

LSETF Training & Learning Centre:
We have created an active learning centre which includes articles,
infographics, presentations, blog
posts and videos to educate busi-

ness owners/individuals on topics
centered on entrepreneurship and
employment. The learning centre
is situated on the website page
and content is shared on our social media platforms (Instagram,
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn).
You can access our page using this
link: https://lsetf.ng/learning-centre
•

Skills: We bridge the skill gap for
MSMEs in hiring staff in different
sectors especially construction,
creative, digital, health, hospitality
and manufacturing.

•

LSETF as an Intermediary between MSMEs and Government
Authorities: We investigate policy
issues that affect small business
and intervene /mediate on their
behalf with Lagos State Ministries, Departments and Agencies
(MDAs). LSETF also prepares
periodic policy documents/recommendations to oversee MSME
intervention activities to boost
wealth creation and employment
in Lagos State.

Here are some important websites to
visit for more information:
1.

Business Made Easy www.businessmadeeasy.ng

2.

Corporate Affairs Commission
(CAC): www.new.cac.gov.ng

3.

Federal Inland Revenue Service
(FIRS): www.firs.gov.ng

4.

National Agency for Food & Drug
Administration & Control (NAFDAC): www.nafdac.gov.ng

5.

For complaints and
www.reportgov.ng

enquiries:

5) The importance of bookkeeping: It
is important to open a company bank
account that is separate from your
personal bank account. Hiring an accountant or bookkeeper also saves you
time and ensures that your books are in
order for a proper assessment of your
profit for tax purposes. Many businesses have been made to pay huge fines
due to believed tax evasion/avoidance
- and sometimes they were simply
unaware. My honest opinion? It’s not
worth the stress.
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GETTING CREDIT

Easing
the Hustle
With the number of Nigeria’s unemployed put at a staggering
20.9 million, the solution to this mammoth problem clearly lies
with the MSMEs in the nation. Improved access to credit for
MSMEs is a welcome development so they can scale, create
more jobs and stimulate economic growth.
By Yvonne Johnson

T

he estimated 37 million Micro,
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (MSMEs) in Nigeria hold a
lot of promise for job creation and economic growth. An enabling business
environment is important for these
businesses to thrive in the large, young
consumer market that is Nigeria. Access to formal credit is a prerequisite
to scale and recent laws will improve liquidity of movable assets to incentivize
lending.
The Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council (PEBEC) was established in 2016 to design ease of doing
business policy reforms. A 2017 IFC
survey found that secured credit transactions involving movable assets (such
as inventory, receivables, livestock, and
machinery) can increase credit levels
for small businesses. Consequently, PEBEC, in collaboration with the National

Assembly and MDAs, delivered reforms
through two new laws - The Credit Bureau Act, 2017 and the Secured Transactions in Movable Assets Act, 2017.
These were a significant milestone for
MSMEs, as they unlocked capital by expanding the pool of eligible collateral
for lending.
PEBEC’s work sets the stage for lenders to adopt better risk innovation to
close a widening SME credit gap. This
involves predictive analytics models
to supplement credit bureau data. For
risk managers, the implications for
much needed risk innovation is an exciting aspect of ongoing digitization
programs within Financial Services. Beyond improvements in customer experience, lenders can also expect to drive
both revenue and cost value across the
credit value chain.
Easing the Hustle
Nigeria’s economy is slowly recovering
from recent shocks, but growth is well
below what is required to overcome
vulnerabilities and improve citizens’
welfare. PEBEC’s focused mandate is
to improve our position in the annual
World Bank Doing Business Rankings.
The expectation is for a much favorable
landscape for enterprise, particularly
SMEs, to thrive and ultimately scale
operations. This in turn incentivizes
greater investment, both domestic and
international.
PEBEC prioritized 7 reform areas along
the World Bank rankings framework
including access to credit. Completed reforms have focused on a better
credit infrastructure including stronger

“Forecasts show African
banks will continue to
struggle with a high cost
structure, lower financial inclusion and low wealth per
capita. However, consumer
credit presents a growth
opportunity with far-reaching social impact.”
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collateral laws to incentivize capital
providers. The Credit Reporting Act
2017 which was passed by the National
Assembly in May 2017 gives borrowers
the right to access their credit reports.
This increased visibility into one’s credit profile is key to influencing better
personal (and business) finance behavior. As a value-added service for lenders, it also incentivizes credit ratings as
part of the lending value chain. A Bank
who is smarter about the risk profile
of its loan applicants is better able to
manage risk.
The second notable policy reform is
the Secured Transactions in Movable
Assets (aka Collateral Registry) Act
2017 passed by the National Assembly
also in May 2017 . Historically, lenders
(both Bank and Non-bank) have focused on fixed assets – land or buildings – in their collateral requirements.
In low – middle income countries, land
and buildings form 22% of assets firms
own and 73% of assets banks have accepted as collateral . This mismatch is
what the collateral registry seeks to
address. By expanding the definition
of acceptable loan collateral, SMEs
can now access credit by leveraging
movable assets such as receivables,
vehicles, jewelry, farm equipment and
produce. The collateral registry, operated by the CBN, allows lenders register
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security interests in movable assets accepted as loan collateral. In most cases, these interests have priority rights
providing downside protection in cases
of enforcement. As of December 2018
, the National Collateral Registry had
registered 628 financial institutions, including 21 Banks and 551 Microfinance
banks. Registered collateral stood at
over 58,800 with close to 40,000 financial statements valued at N1.23T,
$1.14B and €6.08M.
Globally, collateral registries have
been instrumental in improving access to credit for MSMEs. China created a national online registry in 2007
and in less than 5 years recorded over
385,000 registrations representing
loans worth $3.5T with $1.1T allocated
to SME financing. In May 2015, a new
secured-transactions system came
into effect in Costa Rica. In the year
that followed, there were about 9,500
new registrations. More than 4,500
SMEs received loans secured by movable assets. Finally, Ghana launched
its collateral registry in 2008. In 2yrs,
they achieved over $800M in total financing secured by movable property,
with receivables, investment securities
(shares, cash, bonds), and household
assets being the top 3 categories of
moveable collateral; 63% of financial
institutions now use the registry.

Risk Innovation to Fuel Consumer
Credit.
PEBEC’s work to unlock credit for businesses also aligns nicely with the need
for banks to deepen consumer credit.
Forecasts show African banks will continue to struggle with a high cost structure, lower financial inclusion and low
wealth per capita. However, consumer
credit presents a growth opportunity with far reaching social impact. A
well-functioning consumer credit market is also a necessary step to capital
formation.
Lending is a risk management business, not a risk avoidance business.
Innovative lenders can drive better
customer risk profiling. For example,
predictive analytics can be integrated
into credit algorithms for use in SME
credit underwriting. While bureau records identify prior credit behavior, it
is limited with predicting who will not
pay in the future. Banks have the added
advantage of rich transaction datasets
to distinguish between the really risky
businesses and the ones to extend
credit to profitably. Lenders will in essence capture a segment of the market
that competitors have missed and thus
increase market share. Data-driven
credit models are a powerful tool that
can be used to score or rank potential
customers based on probability of default and will be invaluable in virtually
every lending institution.
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Catalysing
Economic Growth
Access to credit is one of the ways to stimulate growth in
the economy by providing additional funds to economic
stakeholders. When this happens, the ripple effects are seen
throughout different spheres of the economy as jobs are
created and standards of living rise.
By Odun Eweniyi

A

s one of the largest countries in
Africa, Nigeria is home to an entrepreneurial economy with an
estimated 40 million micro, small and
medium-sized companies, whose contribution to economic growth and job
creation is significant.
But yet, less than a third of these MSMEs have successfully obtained a loan
or got access to credit from a financial
institution, according to a 2017 report
by the IFC. Most of these businesses
have had to resort to using personal savings or reinvested profits as a
source of business financing. Outside
of businesses, in 2017, the Central Bank
of Nigeria expressed concern over the
low level of credit penetration which
was at the time estimated at 5.3% of
the Nigeria’s adult population.

standard of living because there is an
increase in consumption and buying
power that individuals would otherwise not have. By providing the funds
needed to finance spending on health
care, education, consumer products
and services, an effective credit system
will improve the quality of life, which is
important for income growth and middle-class expansion.
What is Nigeria Doing About this?
Now it’s not all bad news. Nigeria’s
credit system is almost non-existent
right now, however, it is growing slowly but surely. Our country is starting to
put infrastructure, laws and and policies in place that facilitate credit.
One of these policies would be the
Getting Credit reforms put in place

by the Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council [PEBEC]. The
reform now enables SMEs to use movable assets (vehicles, farm equipment,
jewellery, machinery) as collateral to
get loans from banks and allows borrowers the legal right to access credit
data from credit bureaus who provide
credit scores for banks and other financial institutions, for them to secure
credit and loans.
A National Collateral Registry (NCR)
has also been established to support
this intended use of movable assets.
Data on movable assets in the CAC database will be accessible through the
NCR portal to avoid having multiple
registries. The NCR is the sole registry
where lenders can search for transactions on movable assets, in line with
global standards.
What Does this All Mean?
As a person who runs a business in
Nigeria, I think it means that Nigerian
MSMEs can be optimistic about their
future. We should have concerns about
the depreciation of our currency, stability and the execution potential of the
outlined credit projects, but there is a
basis for optimism about the future of
business in Nigeria.
If these Getting Credit Reforms and
NCR are anything to go by, and there
are strong indications that they are,
financial institutions are likely to be
more willing to lend to smaller-scale
businesses. And that is a win we desperately need.

In general, a credit system refers to a
platform where financial institutions or
lenders act as intermediaries in transactions. It provides funds to various
economic stakeholders and stimulates
activity.
Why is Access to Credit Important?
Access to credit means economic
growth for Nigeria. When additional
funds are made available to economic
stakeholders, economic activity naturally increases which in turn leads to
more jobs and better pay. Businesses
thrive because increased credit invested in inventory, innovation, human capital and business infrastructure boosts
business performance, productivity
and eventually, sales.
Most importantly, access to credit
for businesses directly increases the
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“As a person who runs a business in Nigeria, I think it means
that Nigerian MSMEs can be optimistic about their future.”
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IN TUNE WITH

A
Traveller’s
Tale
PEBEC’s reforms on the entry and exit of
people inspire excitement not just in the
business person in Nigeria, but also in the
passionate traveller.
By Kemi Onabanjo

W

hen the PEBEC reforms were
announced, I had a feeling of
cautious excitement. I was
excited because it felt like the country
was making progress in the right direction and I was cautious because...you
know, Nigeria. However, I have been
very impressed with the execution of
the reforms and how, almost 2 years
after, the staff at the airport have not
backslidden to their old ways.
As an avid traveler, the first thing I noticed was that there was an increased
level of automation at the airport. At
Murtala Mohammed International Airport in Lagos, I was very delighted to
see the luggage scanners at the entrance of the airport. This replaced the
manual search tables where all your
personal belongings (including the
egusi that Mummy London requested
for) are laid out for your crush to see –
so much for being a ‘tush baby-girl’. All
that privacy invasion is now a thing of
the past! Disclaimer: No, I do not have
a Mummy London and I do not export
egusi in any quantities, but you get the
point.
I do a lot of work-related domestic
travel between Lagos and Abuja, and I
have almost missed a flight (or two or
three) because of the multiple checkpoints within the airport. One aunty
will give you the boarding pass at the
check-in point, then 5 footsteps away,
another aunty will check the boarding pass and sign behind it (no idea
why they do that). Another 10 footsteps ahead, there is an uncle waiting
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to put a sticker on the boarding pass
and yet another aunty waiting in front
to remove the sticker the uncle just appended. Phew! It was all so exhausting,
and each of these ‘checkpoints’ meant
queues and delays and an increased
probability of missing flights. Again,
this grueling experience is a thing of
the past now, because of the PEBEC reforms! At the Abuja domestic airport, it
is an expressway from check-in counter to the boarding gate – no stops at
all! This has had a positive impact on
my work, as there is a reduced risk of
missing important client meetings. At
least, I don’t have anyone to blame, but
myself (and maybe Lagos traffic), for
missing any flights now.
I think the most exciting reform must
be the visa-on-arrival reform for foreigners coming into Nigeria. It is not
yet perfect, but we are a long way from
where we were before the reforms. As
an alumni of a global business school
with classmates from over 70 countries, I am constantly getting invitations to attend weddings, reunions and
different events in different countries
across the world. I know PEBEC is yet
to solve the issue of the restrictions on
the ‘green passport’ and I still need to
apply for visas for most of the countries I need to visit. However, the visa-on-arrival reform has given me the
hope that one day, I too can invite my
friends and classmates to Nigeria and
they will be able to come easily (with
the right documentation, of course). I
have a dream, that one day, I will host
20 of my classmates, from all over the

“Nigeria has become a
really feasible option for
tourists, professionals
and potential investors.
It has become easier for
business meetings and
investment project tours
to happen on-ground in
Nigeria.”
world, here in Nigeria and we will have
a blast! I will take them to Terra Kulture
to see a play, Nike Art Gallery to see
(and maybe buy) beautiful African art,
Lekki Conservation Centre to go on the
longest canopy walk in Africa, Lekki
Craft Market to buy ornaments, a Nigerian wedding because ‘ain’t no party like a Lagos party’, 100 Hours Ikoyi
to eat Amala and Mama Kemi’s house
for the best seafood okro in the land! I
have a dream, and I know that because
of the PEBEC reforms, that dream can
come true very soon!
Beyond my dream though, the visa-on-arrival reform has opened up
Nigeria as a tourist and business destination of choice. It is now on the radar of my international friends and colleagues; the same radar that most East
African countries with visa-on-arrival
policies have been on for years. We still
have a long way to go in improving the
implementation of this reform but for
now, Nigeria has become a real feasible option for tourists, professionals
and potential investors. It has become
easier for business meetings and investment project tours to happen onground in Nigeria. I honestly cannot
do justice to quantifying the economic
and social benefits of this increased access to the country in this article. That,
my friends, is a story for another day!
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BOTTOMLINE

Meeting The Tax Man
“In this world nothing can be said to be certain, except death
and taxes” – Benjamin Franklin.
By Asiata Atinuke
Agboluaje

“The 2019 DBI ranking for paying taxes
indicates that it is now easier to pay taxes in Nigeria than it is in at least 33 other
countries/territories in the world, as
opposed to just 8 countries in 2017. “

T

he above quote still rings true
today as it did over 200 years
ago when it was originally written, despite the expansiveness of tax
provisions and increased enforcement
initiatives. Considering the certainty
of tax payment, the reality is that ease
of compliance (covering time taken to
comply, frequency of payment, number
of taxes, waiting time, convenience and
cost) contributes to how easy it is to do
business in any economy.
The Nigerian government, committed
to enhancing the country’s business
environment and competitiveness, set
up the Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council (PEBEC) in 2016.
Led by the Vice President, PEBEC’s objectives are to reduce the time, procedures and cost for setting up and doing
business in Nigeria, thus improving the
ease of doing business in Nigeria.

Ease of paying taxes

2017

2018

2019

Global ranking

182/190

171/190

157/190

Ranking in
Sub-Saharan Africa

42/48

35/48

28/48

Source: 2019 World Bank Ease of Doing Business report

Nigeria’s improved ranking in paying
taxes is attributable to, amongst other things, reforms pushed by PEBEC,
aimed primarily at simplifying tax payment, tax compliance and tax administration in Nigeria by leveraging technology. These reforms were implemented
in collaboration with tax authorities
such as Federal Inland Revenue Service
(FIRS) and the Internal Revenue Service of some states. Key highlights of
the reforms are set out below:
a) Automatic creation of Tax Identification Number (TIN) upon incorporation of companies

The contribution of an effective tax
compliance framework to an improved
business environment is recognised
by the World Bank in its annual report
(The Report) on ease of doing business, covering 190 economies including
Nigeria, and focusing on certain key indicators which include “Ease of Paying
Taxes”.

All Nigerian companies are required to
register for taxes and obtain a unique
TIN. PEBEC’s reform on ease of setting
up businesses resulted in a collaboration between the Corporate Affairs
Commission and Federal Inland Revenue Service. With this collaboration,
newly incorporated companies are automatically registered for taxes, doing
away with the erstwhile manual process.

Over the past three years, Nigeria has
fared arguably well under this indicator,
moving up by 25 places. The 2019 DBI
ranking on paying taxes indicates that
it is now easier to pay taxes in Nigeria
than it is in at least 33 other countries/
territories in the world, as opposed to
just 8 countries in 2017.

Automatic generation of TIN improves
the timeliness of obtaining other permits as TIN is usually a prerequisite
for opening bank accounts to ease the
ability to inflow capital and commence
business, as well as for compliance with
other tax obligations such as Value
Added Tax, with the attendant proba-
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bility of increased tax revenue.
b) E-filing platforms and the simplified interface
Online platforms have been introduced
for rendering a number of electronic tax services, which were hitherto
completed via manual processes. This
is coupled with a simplified schedule
dealing with various tax types.
With the introduction of the electronic services, taxpayers can now register
for taxes, make tax payments (covering
all tax types), file tax returns, generate
tax receipts and obtain tax clearance
certificates (TCC) electronically, from
the comfort of their offices, without
having to be physically present at tax
offices.
This has reduced the stress hitherto associated with the manual nature of tax
compliance. It has increased the speed
with which tax can be administered,
while reducing the cost as well. Another inherent benefit in this reform is
the increased transparency, which has
the propensity to enhance the culture
of voluntary compliance amongst taxpayers.
c) Regular stakeholder engagement
Recognising that feedback and stakeholder engagement are two of the
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most impactful tools in achieving set
goals, PEBEC organises regular sessions to engage key stakeholders taxpayers and tax advisers. This is in a
bid to communicate reforms, monitor
progress and measure performance on
ease of paying taxes. These sessions
have helped PEBEC obtain first-hand
feedback from taxpayers on progress
recorded with relevant aspects, as well
as in identify areas of improvement.
d) Recommended timelines for completion of corporate income tax (CIT)
audit
Tax audit exercises are routine checks
on taxpayers’ records to ascertain the
level of tax compliance. PEBEC, taking
cognizance of the fact that tax audit is
one of the most protracted processes
in the tax payment/compliance ecosystem, recommends an average time for
completion of CIT audit – 63 days.
Notably, one of the key drivers for
achieving this timeline is taxpayers’
co-operation and tax authorities’ selection process. Essentially, closure
of tax audit depends largely on many
human factors ranging from timeliness
of document provision by taxpayers
to tax authority’s review process and
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reconciliation meetings. Thus, PEBEC’s
recommended timeline may not be
achieved in practice - at least not at
the present.
Nonetheless, the timeline sets a benchmark that taxpayers may work towards
and hold tax authorities to – subject to
resolution of the other human factors
noted above. It is expected that the
efficiency of the automated tax payment and compliance system would
impact on the audit process too with
attendant simplification, to shorten the
timeline from commencement to conclusion.
e) Private sector assistance
PEBEC also recognises that continuous
stakeholder engagement and assistance from the private sector would go
a long way in achieving the objective
of a better tax payment and compliance culture in Nigeria, thus it reaches
out to stakeholders for assistance. Deloitte, one of the foremost full breadth
professional services firms in Nigeria
has consistently provided support to
PEBEC in different capacities, ranging
from human resources to ideas generation and feedback on implementation
support for PEBEC’s ultimate objec-

tive. Feedback on counter-productive
provisions of existing laws, advisory on
setting up an adherence framework to
the creed of the National Tax Policy, as
well as recommendations to combat
harmful tax practices inherent in the
tax system have also been offered. All
these are geared towards working in
collaboration to ease the business environment for local and international
investors doing business in Nigeria.
The above initiatives underscore PEBEC’s efforts towards driving ease
of paying taxes and ultimately doing
business in Nigeria. However, Nigeria’s
position as the 28th out of 48 Sub-Saharan African countries covered in the
Report (2019) on Ease of Paying Taxes shows, as with anything in life, that
there is room for improvement. There
is a need for continuous and concerted
efforts to improve on the implementation of the initiatives, and to ensure
sustainability based on feedback received at the stakeholder engagement
sessions. Some of these may include
an e-platform enhancement for an improved taxpayer experience, simplified
audit selection procedures, and adopting a risk-based approach to tax audit
exercises.
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BULLSEYE

Business
Goals
Don’t Grow
on Trees

This message is championed creatively
through a combination of promotional
mix elements such as Advertising, Public Relations, Direct Marketing, Sales
Promotions, Digital Marketing and
more. Each promotional method provides a unique, relatable brand story
and experience which, when integrated, delivers effectively on meeting set
objectives.
A good case study is the Airtel ‘Data Is
Life 2.0’ campaign carried out in 2018.
Generally in Nigeria, there is a myth
that data is only used by millennials.
Airtel Nigeria believes otherwise. The
company created a range of data plans
that included a daily, social and monthly plan as well as a home broadband
service with the intention of proving
that data is indispensable to everyone
regardless of age, class or status.

Business owners must take an
intentional approach towards
making their products and
services top-of-mind for their
customers.
by Maurice Ugwonoh

I

t was a cold, long day for Mauryn, the
busiest day she’s had all month. Mauryn was so busy that she hardly had
time to smile, and after closing all she
wanted was a warm bath to ebb away
the stress of the day. Then something
unusual happened. While heading
home, Mauryn came upon a colourful
experience booth by Axel Foods for
a new coffee brand called “Smooch”.
The brand paraded the tagline “…
brewed for your love”. This made Mauryn smile. A sales representative from
the booth approached her and after a
brief conversation, Mauryn decided to
give Smooch a try. Two sips in and she
was hooked. The product wasn’t only
tasty but sported a tasteful design on
its packaging. The sales assistant had
no trouble obtaining Mauryn’s contact
details. She gave it willingly for another cup of the invigorating brew.

more importantly, an ardent lover of
the brand.

In the days that followed, Mauryn was
exposed to a myriad of integrated marketing communications by Smooch.
From the sampling booth to several out-of-home messages, they were
all designed to serve as bold reminders about Smooch. Mauryn even sang
along to Smooch radio jingles, fell in
love with the TV spots and stumbled
upon feature articles promoting the
brand on her favourite lifestyle magazines, blogs as well as a connected fusillade of mobile ads. Mauryn assumed
these encounters were coincidental.
Little did she know that her running
into the Smooch brand everyday was
the outcome of an intricately planned
marketing communications campaign
designed to make her not just a repeat
purchaser of the Smooch product but,

Making a great product available at a
great price isn’t enough to deliver on
business goals. However, connecting
intended target audiences such as Mauryn to the product through integrated
marketing communications certainly
yields desired business results. This
is because integrated marketing communications entails the coordination
of message-themed activities across
different communications channels
for the purpose of differentiating, reminding, informing or persuading people to make favourable brand choices.
Usually, companies like Axel Foods
work closely with marketing communications agencies to mine relevant
consumer insights and then put these
together with the brand proposition
to derive the communication message.
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But what makes Mauryn so special to
Smooch, you may ask?
The answer is that Mauryn fits into
Smooch’s consumer archetype. This
means that Mauryn shares a set of distinct interests, opinions and attitudes
that make her an enduring representation of millions of people who have
similar outlook on life in general and
a unique taste for coffee in particular.
With Axel Foods aiming to achieve an
increase in sales by 15% at the end of
the year as well as acquire new customers by 20% within the next 11 months,
Mauryn’s lifetime value as a consumer
and archetype plays a critical role in
Axel Food’s revenue and profitability
goals.

First, the advertising agency employed
a marketing communications approach
that involved a world-building strategy.
The agency formed a model household
that comprised of previously established archetypes that played up the
age-old rivalry between mothers–inlaw. By so doing, Airtel created “The
In-laws”, a satirical household that dramatized how indispensable data has
become to everyone irrespective of the
generation in question. Airtel told a series of entertaining stories with the inlaws spanning 3 television spots, online
videos and vlogs, radio spots, call-in
shows and more.
The result was monumental. The spots
gained over 13 million views, reaching
an estimated 75% of the total online
audience in Nigeria. In the 2 months after the campaign launch, Airtel Nigeria
added over 1.1 million data subscribers,
exceeding the industry average during
the period of the campaign and making Airtel Nigeria the fastest growing
telco in Nigeria.
Does Marketing Communications deliver on business goals? Definitely. So
just like Mauryn, smile every time you
buy a brand just because the TV ad appealed to you. You are graciously helping a business do more than just pay
its workers’ salaries. You are helping it
meet its #businessgoals.

“Making a great product
available at a great price isn’t
enough to deliver on business
goals. However, connecting
intended target audiences to
the product through integrated marketing communications
certainly yields desired business results.”
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FAST FORWARD

Property and Permits
- The Nigerian Dream
Acquiring landed property and owning buildings as assets are aspirations for many Nigerians,
but the processes associated with getting these done in the past were daunting, to say the least.
Today, the narrative is changing with PEBEC’s intervention in this sector.
By Eseosa Ekhaguere

R

eal Estate is considered to be the
largest component of wealth in
most countries. It has been estimated that it represents approximately
half of the world’s economic wealth.
It also regarded as an important symbol of strength, stability and independence.
Hospitals, schools, houses, offices,
roads, airports, etc. all have a significant role in affecting the lives of individuals and firms. People live in houses, they are born in hospitals, attend
schools and work in offices. Business
firms need space for their factories and
offices, as well as road infrastructure to
convey their raw materials and finished
goods. Construction and infrastructure
development is a significant aspect of
any nation’s economy.
Unfortunately, housing delivery in Nigeria has been quite challenging due to
delays in securing construction permits
and the high cost of registering property. A lack of transparency about what
these processes really entail further
compounds issues. According to World
Bank estimates, the housing deficit in
Nigeria is about 17 million units and the
country will need to produce an average of 720,000 housing units annually over the next 20 years to be able
to reduce the housing gap. To get this
done, regulatory reforms need to be introduced and implemented to serve as
an incentive for investors in that sector.
The Nigerian government through the
Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council (PEBEC), has made
positive progress in reducing the delays and bureaucracy associated with
securing construction permits as well
as registering property in Kano and Lagos States.
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Property Registration
The World Bank in its 2019 Doing Business Report identified transparency as
a key element in the quality of land administration systems, as “it helps eliminate asymmetries of information between users and officials, and increases
the efficiency of the land market”. According to the DBI report, “A transparent land administration system - one
in which all land-related information is
publicly available, all procedures and
property transactions are clear, and information on fees for public services is
easy to access - minimizes the possibilities for informal payments and abuses
of the system”.
Lagos State enjoys an enviable status
as the commercial capital of Nigeria,
and the demand for property for both
residential and commercial purposes
remains high due to an ever-expanding population. The need to ensure
sustainable housing delivery cannot
be overemphasised. PEBEC, alongside
the Lagos State Government, has made
progress in now ensuring that payment
for property registration can now be
done online with accurate information
about the processes also available.
Deed stamping is now done internally
within the Land Bureau to reduce bureaucracy and delays, and in line with
the ‘One Government’ mandate of the
Executive Order 001, flexibility in the
provision of valid identification has
been implemented with the acceptance of the National ID Card. In addition to this, on the website, there are
regular updates of land disputes and
list of properties with court cases for
public information and knowledge.
Other positive changes that stakeholders have attested to include the
fact that demand notices are now be

sent by email; and the the consolidation of charting fees, endorsement
fees, stamp duty, registration fee, consent fee, neighborhood improvement
charge etc. into one single payment.
While in the past, it took 105 days to
register property , this has now been
reduced to approximately 76 days.
Similarly, the number of procedures
to register property was once 12 but is
now 8 - a testament to the effectiveness of the reforms.
Kano State, in collaboration with PEBEC, has made significant steps in improving the process of property registration as well. Now, Government’s
Consent for property can be issued
from the office of the Executive Governor rather than from the office of
the Honourable Attorney General - a
reform which has reduced consent issuance from 30 days to 7 days.
Other reforms include the introduction
of a Unique File Identification number
for tracking client files by the Office
of the State Surveyor General (OSSG)
and Lands Bureau; as well as online
access to information on the schedule
of fees and requirement. There’s now a
computerized record management and
introduction of the Systematic Land
Title Registration (SLTR), introduction
of online payment of fees for title registration as well as a single database
for information sharing between the
Land Bureau and OSSG. Over 80% of
the state has been digitally mapped
for ease of title searches and land disputes are now handled by an independent body as required by international
best practice – the Kano State Public
Complaint and Anti-Corruption Commission.
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Getting Construction Permits
Dealing with construction permits has also been addressed by PEBEC and the Lagos State Government.
One of the main challenges for developers in the
state in the past was construction permit processing,
but a lot of improvements have taken place where
this is concerned over the last 3 years - particularly
in the area of reduction in process turnaround times
and processing costs. PEBEC’s work with the state
government has resulted in the removal of infrastructure development charge for 2-floor warehouse
construction permit applications, elimination of the
requirement for a certified true copy of title documents in the construction permit application process, and the removal of soil investigation report to
be submitted in construction permit applications.
Similar changes have also taken place in Kano. Reforms that are now effective include improving the
water connection timeline to 7 days from time of
payment; reducing the cost of connection to a third
of the former cost; cancellation of physical inspection before issuance of Certificate of Habitation; and
submission of application and payment for building
plan approval at Kano Urban Planning and Development Authority now done online. Building plan approvals are also now processed within 14 days and
private professional firms now carry out inspections
before, during, and after construction, eliminating
the need for a final inspection by the Kano Urban
Planning and Development.
Conclusion
According to the World Bank, construction regulation is an important consideration for entreprenuers
when deciding where to establish their business. The
improvements delivered by these PEBEC reforms
have indeed resulted in marked improvements in the
implementing states. Our hope is that the work is
sustained and replicated across the rest of the country, as it will no doubt drive the enterprise we seek to
ensure our economy continues to grow.
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“The housing deficit in Nigeria is
in the neighborhood of 17 million
units, and Nigeria will need to
produce an average of 720,000
housing units annually over the
next 20 years to be able to reduce
the housing gap.”
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SPECIAL FEATURES

On Soft
Infrastructure
and Economic
Growth
PEBEC’s reforms are making business a little
easier for regular people just like you.

by Lolade Sasore

T

he Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council (PEBEC), is
chaired by Vice President Yemi
Osinbajo, SAN, with the Minister of Industry, Trade and Investment as Vice
Chair. The council has 9 other ministers, Head of Civil Service of the Federation, Governor of CBN and representatives from the National Assembly
and private sector as members.

“...the core aim of the team is
to reduce the time, cost, and
improve the efficiency of
procedures that support an
enabling business environment for improved competitiveness.”
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PEBEC was established to remove the
constraints and bottlenecks to doing
business in Nigeria. Designed to focus
on addressing issues around ‘soft infrastructure’, the core aim of the team is
to reduce the time, cost, and improve
the efficiency of procedures that support an enabling business environment
for improved competitiveness. The
Enabling Business Environment Secretariat (EBES), implements the reform
agenda of PEBEC.
The PEBEC’s model aligns with global
best practice, and is filtered by a number of domestic and international rankings including the World Bank Doing
Business Index (DBI), which is reported annually. The Index offers comparative insights based on private sector
validation of reforms delivered in the

two largest commercial cities in countries with a population higher than 100
million. For Nigeria, the DBI tracks both
Lagos and Kano States, being the two
largest business cities in the country.
Since the launch of the council, PEBEC/EBES has implemented over 140
reforms across 12 focus areas, with
direct and positive impact on business owners. These include Starting a
Business, Getting Credit, Paying Taxes, Dealing with Construction Permits,
Getting Electricity, Registering Property, Entry and Exit of People, Protecting
Minority Investors, Resolving Insolvency, Enforcing Contracts, Trading Across
Borders, and Trading Within Borders.
The following features will take you
through the reforms - what, and most
importantly, how they might help make
your business a little easier. You will
learn how over the last three years,
thousands of hours have gone into
both creating an environment where
business can thrive, and reshaping the
narrative around the difficulties of doing business in Nigeria. Because we
function for a simple, yet all-important
objective - to make business just a little
easier.
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Enabling
Business:
The Line
of Duty

The changes being championed by
the Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council (PEBEC) are
reverberating throughout the socioeconomic climate of the country, as
attested to by several private sector
stakeholders. In a conversation with
Sharon-Ann Adaigbe, the Honourable
Minister of Industry, Trade and
Investment and Line Minister for the
intervention, Dr. Okechukwu Enelamah,
speaks about the positive impact
that creating an enabling business
environment has had so far, and what
Nigerians can look forward to.

By Sharon-Ann Adaigbe
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From Private Sector to Public Servant

T

he Honourable Minister, Okechukwu Enelamah sits as Vice-Chair
on the Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council. He has been
responsible for the Industry, Trade and
Investment portfolio in the Federal
Cabinet, something he has done for
about 4 years.
Being part of the team driving the PEBEC’s mandate has come as a follow-up
to many years of leadership in the private and public sector. Dr. Enelamah
has always carried a deep-seated interest for matters of governance and
service.

“I have always been interested in nation-building and governance - what
it takes to build a better country. Prior
to this position, I was very involved in
a lot of the public-private think tanks
such as the Nigerian Economic Summit
Group. Also, in my own industry, we
had tried to engage not just the government locally, but also foreign governments on issues pertaining to promoting investments. It was against that
backdrop that I was invited to join the
cabinet of the current government.”
The Importance of an Enabling Environment
When asked about the motivation that
brought the PEBEC into being, the
Minister speaks passionately about the
collective burden shared by citizens in
wanting to see a better country.
“I returned fully to Nigeria in 1998 to
start Capital Alliance Nigeria and I
joined the National Economic Summit
Group (NESG). Upon my return, Vision
2010 was just wrapping up and the
need for an enabling environment was
a recurring theme.
If you had asked the private sector
about the one thing they needed the
government to do for them, creating an
enabling environment usually ranked
high amongst other things. So when
I was asked to join the government,
particularly when I was given the Industry, Trade and Investment portfolio
to look after, it was clear to me what
Nigerians wanted from us. His Excellencies, the President and Vice President,
who chairs the Economic Management
Team, also believed this was a priority
and that it was important we focused
on this.

“I have seen exemplary
performance from these
partners, and I do believe this
is where the new Nigeria will
come from - engaging the
citizenry and working together to build a better country.”
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In a bid to formalise the approach to
addressing this as a priority of the administration, the President established
the Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council (PEBEC), with His
Excellency the VP as Chair of the Council as directed by the President, and me
as Vice Chair. The goal of the Council is
to reduce the bureaucratic bottlenecks
to doing business in Nigeria and move
Nigeria upwards on the World Bank’s
global competitiveness index. The Enabling Business Environment Secretariat was also created to implement the
mandate of PEBEC, which Dr. Jumoke
Oduwole was appointed to oversee .”
Tangible Reforms
It’s very important that the impact of
the government’s activities cascades
down to the people, and positively affects the standard of living of the average Nigerian. Dr Enelamah spoke on
just how tangible PEBEC’s reforms are.
“I just came from a stakeholders’ forum
that took place in Lagos. One person
spoke about the small claims court,
which is a court set up for small and micro enterprises to settle disputes without going through the bureaucracy of
the conventional court system, which
can be a long process and equally expensive. The whole objective therefore,
is to help people settle disputes in a
way that is not cumbersome.
At this forum, I heard testimonials of
the successes of the small claims court,
which made things real for me. People
are allowed to represent themselves
and they try to wrap every case up
within 60 days. We also had the judge
in charge of this give a report to the
people on the cases they had successfully closed. These were very impressive numbers, but even moreso, the accountability and sense of responsibility
I witnessed is outstanding.”
Speaking about the Corporate Affairs
Commission (CAC) and the Companies
and Allied Matters (CAM) Bill, which is
now before the President for assent,
Dr Enelamah stated that there are a
number of provisions which will make
it progressively easier to register businesses, incorporate companies, and file
returns for companies in Nigeria. Recent reforms delivered, driven by automation, already make it possible for a
business owner to incorporate a business within 24 hours, reducing overall
costs significantly.
Pausing on just those two, it is important to highlight that these changes
came about by the motivation of PEBEC and collaboration with several
ministries, departments and agencies.
“I have learned that Nigerians are actually not opposed to rendering service to their fellow citizens; it is just
that what gets measured, gets done.
Just the fact that there is a defined
initiative, and that the country is pay-

ing attention is motivating people to
work. I have seen exemplary performance from these partners, and I do
believe this is where the new Nigeria
will come from - engaging the citizenry
and working together to build a better
country.”
Connecting with Stakeholders
It is clear in conversing with the Honourable Minister that the work done by
the PEBEC cannot be effectively carried out without partnerships and collaboration on different levels.
“Engagement with stakeholders is
core, and central to what we are doing.
We have to use multiple mechanisms
to achieve this. One of the more important mechanisms today is technology, and that informed the delivery of an
initiative called reportgov.ng, which is
an app and web-based portal that enables citizens make complaints about
any issue they encounter when dealing
with government agencies and get a
response within 48 hours. It’s something people need to know about.
We are also trying to attract private
players as partners, because PEBEC is
not about the government - it is owned
by all of us. That is why some of the
team in EBES are seconded from the
private sector and other organisations.
The whole idea is that when they come
in, understanding what the issues are,
they are able to contribute to problem-solving. They also retain their relationships in these organisations in such
a way that we can get first-hand information on the impact of the reforms.”
Challenges
Every great initiative faces challenges
and the Minister did not shy away from
speaking about these.
“The first one I will highlight is communication and engagement with the
stakeholders. We have found that it is
one thing to have good intentions and
implement them, but the beneficiaries
must also be aware they can receive
the service and be seen to have received the service. As a secondary consideration, that also ties into the World
Bank Ease of Doing Business Ranking
because what is assessed are improvements that have actually been validated by the private sector. This means we
must engage if we want the changes
we have worked on to be enjoyed by
the citizens and reported, which is why
initiatives like the stakeholders’ forum
and this publication are so important.
We must get the word out.
Another challenge is that we collectively need is to develop a culture of
service. If we deal with the attitude
of inertia by understanding that what
gets measured gets done, and more
people are accountable while engag-
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an approach that can continue and become our way of life for the next several years.
A Day in the Life…
There is desk work and fieldwork - a
typical work day in Abuja and a typical
work day on the road. As the Minister,
I deal with the affairs of the ministry
itself, which have to do with policy. I
also oversee the agencies that work
with the ministry and I have about 18
of them: CAC, SON, BOI among others.
All these organisations have their Chief
Executives; so really, it is more about
providing the support they need, with
synergy and coordination by the ministry, which I lead.
There is a lot that has to do with policy
or government intervention, depending
on the material that comes to my desk.
We also have to hear from the people
and respond to their needs. Then, of
course, there is the cabinet, which is
where we actually make policies at the
meeting once a week.
We also have to engage with the various stakeholders outside of Abuja as
well, because like someone said, as the
Minister of this portfolio, I am the Chief
Commercial Officer, Chief Investment
Officer and the Chief Marketing Officer
of the country. One of the things I said
to myself when I took up the role was
that we have to operate an open-door
policy, and so we remain willing to listen and responsive. We focus on advocacy, through speaking engagements
also, so the story gets told and people
know what we are doing.”

“It’s very important
that the impact of the
government’s activities
cascades down to the
people, and positively
affects the standard
of living of the average
Nigerian.”

ing with those receiving the service, I
think we will find a new habit of service
excellence. Our vision is that we want
to see Nigeria become one of the most
attractive countries in the world for doing business and for attracting investments.”
Looking Forward
We say in the ministry that we need
structural change and policies, and we
need to contrast those with monetary
and fiscal policy. If you look at the real
economy in terms of how you diversify
away from the non-oil sector, all those
things require systemic and systematic
change. Some interventions are simply
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Unwinding...

bound to take more time.
If you look at the infrastructure in general, we need more roads, more power
and we must get on with those things
in a way that even if the problems are
not solved today, they will be solved in
the medium to long term. We acknowledge that there are things that will take
time, but we also know there are things
we can deal with now - particularly issues whereby amending or improving
laws and rules will result in better services to the people. An example of this
is the CAM Bill which I spoke of earlier,
and the Omnibus Bill, will cover a widerange of issues that affect businesses
and business owners in a negatively
way. I think we should look at this as

The Honourable Minister is clearly a
man who believes in balance, and in
spending time with family and friends.
“There are other interests in life. It’s important to spend time with friends and
family. I also pastor a church, so I’m
active there. Every Sunday, I probably
have to deliver a message and I have to
prepare for that. I am also a part of various networks and engagements that
go on. All these, I think, pull together
to make sure one is a better person. I
think the trick is being holistic and true
to oneself. When you enjoy rendering
service, even though it can be stressful,
you don’t find it boring or unpleasant.
It doesn’t matter what challenges are
thrown your way, it’s a high honour to
be asked to serve one’s country. In almost the same way, it is a high honour
to minister to people on Sunday and
speak to them about God and godliness. It is a humbling and important
responsibility; so once you look at work
that way, you can enjoy it.”
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Enabling
Business:
The Driving
Force
Driving exports for much-needed
foreign exchange is dependent on
the productivity and competitiveness
of Nigerian businesses. As such, the
Ease of Doing Business intervention
of the Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council (PEBEC) couldn’t
have come at a better time. In an
interview with The Spark, Dr. Jumoke
Oduwole, SSA to the President on
Industry, Trade & Investment and
PEBEC Secretary, expounded on
the impact the Council is making in
creating an enabling environment for
businesses in Nigeria.

By Sharon-Ann Adaigbe

“It is also interesting to note
that all the states that improved on the Ease of Doing
Business ranking had their
governors re-elected. I think
that is clear validation from
the private sector which
translated across board”.
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The Driving Force

S

he walks up the stairs with a smile
on her face, right on time to begin the interview. We rise to exchange pleasantries and when she begins speaking, it’s clear that beneath
her calm exterior lies a geyser of passion and wisdom.
Dr. Jumoke Oduwole is a woman who is
at the forefront of promoting national
development through business environment reforms. Her impact reverberates through many industries, and
is particularly felt by SMEs. She serves
as the Senior Special Assistant to the
President on Industry, Trade and Investment, in the office of the Vice President
of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. She
is on the VP’s economic team, and in
that capacity serves as the Secretary
to the Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council (PEBEC) and as
coordinator for the Enabling Business
Environment Secretariat which implements the mandate of PEBEC.
Before this, she was a Senior Lecturer at the Faculty of Law, University of
Lagos. She joined the academia after
leaving a career in investment banking,
fuelled by a desire for more socially impactful work.
Leaning forward in her chair, she
opens, “I have always been interested
in societal impact, and that is why I
changed careers from banking to academia where I worked for about 11
years. Then, this opportunity to serve
the nation came up and I gladly came
on board.”
PEBEC and the Focus Areas
The Council has a dual mandate of removing bureaucratic bottlenecks and
improving the perception of Nigeria at
home and abroad; and for the first time,
the Ease of Doing Business intervention is catered for within the country’s
economic masterplan - the Economic
Recovery and Growth Plan (ERGP).
“This means that we are able to speak
to competitiveness, and to encouraging
SMEs as an administration - whether
it is for export promotion, investment
promotion or removing bureaucratic
bottlenecks”, Dr. Oduwole explains.
PEBEC was established in 2016 to
spearhead reforms that foster an enabling business environment for Nigeria. The Council is chaired by the Vice
President, with the Minister of Industry,
Trade and Investment as the Vice Chair.
Other members of the council are the
Minister of Finance, Minister of Transport, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Minister of Interior, Minister of Information,
Minister of Power, Works and Housing,
Minister of Budget and National Planning, Minister of Tourism and Culture as
well as Minister of Environment.
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The Head of Service and the CBN Governor are also Council members. PEBEC primarily focuses on processes
and people, leveraging the use of technology to remove critical bottlenecks
and making it easier, faster, and more
transparent for people to do business
in Nigeria. To achieve this, there are
specific areas that the Council has focused on, and Dr. Oduwole explains
how this came about.
“To enable us deliver the dual mandate
of the Council effectively, we are led by
feedback from the private sector since
they know the real pain points. The
World Bank ranking serves as a good
matrix for measuring our progress.
They track 10 indicators, but because
we take a systemic approach and prioritise, we don’t focus on those indicators
alone.”
Feedback, surveys, and discussions
with focus groups are some of the tools
that help highlight the particular reforms that PEBEC ought to prioritise in
any given year. The approach is clearly
working. “The sub-Saharan region has
been a top reforming region globally
and Nigeria is definitely a part of that
story,” she says with a smile.
Accomplishments in Country Competitiveness
Explaining PEBEC’s accomplishments
further on fostering an enabling business environment, she goes on, “Nigeria moved up a total of 24 places over
the last 3 years in the World Bank’s
Doing Business Index (DBI) because
of this administration’s systemic approach to making engagement with
Ministries, Departments and Agencies
(MDAs) faster for SMEs. We worked
on reforms within specific indicators
which we knew would high deliver impact for stakeholders.”
The successes of PEBEC cut across
multiple sectors and stakeholders.
For example, would-be small business
owners often found the process of getting started a bit cumbersome. Now,
with PEBEC’s reforms, one can reserve
a business name in 4 hours and register
a business in 24 hours, all online. This is
as a result of automation that has been
deployed by the Corporate Affairs
Commission (CAC).
Some other reform that SMEs can appreciate, to mention a few, include reforms around the ease of paying and
filing taxes; ease of connecting to the
national grid in collaboration with the
National Electric Regulatory Commission (NERC) and the DISCOs (Distribution Companies); and access to credit
through loans that are backed by movable assets with the National Collateral Registry, which is under the Central
Bank of Nigeria.

Nigeria, and this gives people the opportunity to track their credit history
and negotiate better terms with financial institutions. As a result, Nigeria’s
credit environment is now rated 6th in
the world.”
Collaboration
As the saying goes, “many hands make
light work”. The task of carrying out
major reforms on a sub-national level is no mean feat and requires input
from many stakeholders. Dr. Oduwole
explains how collaboration and partnerships have made the work take off.
“The Ease of Doing Business initiative is a national project. In 2017, the
Honourable Minister Dr Okechukwu
Enelamah and I made a presentation to
the National Economic Council (NEC),
which is also chaired by the Vice President, to introduce PEBEC’s system to
the state governors, and they unanimously agreed to adopt the model at
the sub-national level.” As a result, PEBEC began working with all the state
governments to make sure that the
reforms were implemented at the state
level. “We spent a lot of time going
around regions, visiting some states
and hosting representatives from others. The approach allowed for a lot of
peer-learning.”
Appraising oneself is different from
being appraised by the private sector,
particularly when other countries are
listening in. “Lagos and Kano are the
two states that the World Bank tracks
for the global country Doing Business
Index, so when we started working to
improve the environment, we were very
interested in what those two states
were doing and began working with
them. However, it is worth mentioning
that Nigeria is one of 11 countries also
ranked at the sub-national level by the
World Bank.
“Last year, there was a sub-national report on ease of doing business in Nigeria and based on the collaborative work
we had commenced, all the states participated for the first time. The result
showed about 32 states improving their
ranking, which was a direct validation
of PEBEC’s efforts. It is also interesting
to note that all the states that improved
on the Ease of Doing Business ranking
had their governors re-elected. I think

“The Council has a dual
mandate of removing
bureaucratic bottlenecks
and improving the perception of Nigeria at home
and abroad.
To do this effectively, we
are led by feedback from
the private sector...”

“We now have three credit bureaus in
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that is clear validation from the private
sector which translated across board”.
Still on collaboration, PEBEC’s work
with the National Assembly led to another significant win - an overhaul of
the Companies and Allied Matters Act.
“The Act had not been overhauled in
29 years (since 1990). A re-enactment
is currently awaiting assent from the
Executive, and the private sector is
quite keen on this legislation.
The Bill was owned by the Corporate
Affairs Commission, but a lot of law
firms worked on it. The National Assembly had the Senate Business Roundtable working on it, and the Nigerian
Bar Association - Section on Business
Law (NBA-SBL) played an active role.
We also had other key players like the
Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), the Nigerian Stock Exchange
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(NSE), FMDQ, and of course the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment.”
Dr. Oduwole is also quick to acknowledge the efforts of the public servants
who are equally important stakeholders in the process of reform.
“They work very hard. It is not easy
to effect change institutionally, nor
is it easy for the reforms-champions
to convince their colleagues about
change. Recently, we had the 2nd PEBEC Awards just to acknowledge their
support, hard work and humility to
change, to learn and to teach us because they are the real custodians of
the work that is done.
We have seen great collaboration
across board, not forgetting the private
sector and the media as well. I think the
one thing that PEBEC drives is the spir-

it of collaboration to Nigeria and with
Nigerians, as well as friends and partners of Nigeria. Everyone is pulling together in the same direction to deliver
the results that we all want to see. This
helps PEBEC achieve our mandate, and
we are very grateful for that.”
A Team that Works
Internal cohesion is critical, given the
enormity of PEBEC’s mandate. With all
that has been accomplished, it is clear
that the PEBEC team is a high performing one. She explains.
“Some of the team members are experienced hands from the private sector
while some are very young Nigerians
that just finished the National Youth
Service Corps. 85% of the team are under 36 years old - a mirror of Nigeria’s
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leave the Secretariat, they are going to
be amazed at the muscles, work ethic, determination and resourcefulness
they have developed because the job
trains one to be adaptable.”
The Reportgov.ng App and Website
As PEBEC works on the reforms, it is
clearly necessary to have a means of
tracking that the reforms are actually
being implemented by way of a feedback channel. Reportgov.ng is that
channel that supports consequence
management and resolution.
“The Reportgov.ng website (formerly
www.pebec.report) has been operational since 2017 and was recently rebranded and launched as an App. It
was the outcome of a hackathon where
about 60 Nigerian techpreneurs competed in teams of four, and the winning
application was developed. Reportgov.
ng gives the private sector a voice, and
is backed by the presidential directive
that every MDA has a 72-hour timeline
to respond to issues raised on the portal.
“The data is really what we are after. If
we find out that a particular office has
delays, or a particular office is doing
really well, we are able to find what is
making them efficient or inefficient. We
ensure we use these reports, and are
especially able to be effective when the
private sector is courageous enough to
lay complaints. It is not a whistle-blowing portal, and that speaks to our intention to create a partnership with the
private sector in making these reforms
take root.”
Looking Forward
Dr. Oduwole and her team are not just
effective and driven but also ambitious.
When asked about projections for the
year, she confidently spoke of PEBEC’s
plans.

population. They joined the team with
so much energy, intelligence, drive, a
strong commitment to the country, and
quick learning ability because they are
all working in a space that is unique.
They are young Nigerians with integrity, working with public servants, civil servants and the private sector at a
very high level. They are also humble,
hardworking, and determined, with
great work-ethic. They really want to
see an impact in the country from the
contribution they are making.”
Her penchant for mentoring and impact is evident as she speaks about being a boss and a stickler for excellence.
“I am extremely proud of the team,
and it has been a pleasure working with
them. I think I am a pretty tough boss
but I always tell them that when they
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“We plan to be sub-100 by the end of
this year, October 2019. We gave ourselves that target in 2016, saying that
we wanted to be sub-hundred after
about 4-5 years. We felt that it was important to signal to ourselves and the
public our commitment to this intervention.”

in Abuja because we work really hard
at all hours. However, we enjoy what we
do so we don’t consider it to be stressful. It is very interesting work to do.
I go home to Lagos every weekend to
spend time with my family, manage my
energy and make sure there is balance.
But I really love what I do; I really like
it when we are able to see the impact
of what we do and when people notice
- even without knowing the amount of
work that has gone in to achieve the
reforms.”
Conclusion
The conviction in Dr. Oduwole’s voice
is evident as she speaks about why the
work PEBEC is doing matters. “The reason we do what we do is because we
believe in the Nigerian business’ success story. MSMEs in Nigeria employ
about 80% of the workforce and contribute just under 50% of the nation’s
GDP. It is important for the government
to support them in all they do.”
She closes by emphasising the importance of supporting small businesses,
something she takes as a personal mission. She refers to the vibrant multi-coloured jacket she’s wearing as proudly
made in Nigeria.
“As Nigerians, we all have to support
and patronise our MSMEs. They truly
are the unsung heroes of our economy.
There is so much potential within the
business space, and we acknowledge
there is a lot more to do to ensure they
can thrive.
That is the commitment this Administration has made to Nigerian businesses. It’s a marathon, not a sprint, and
there’s definitely still a lot to do. But
we remain committed to continuously
striving to make Nigeria an easier place
to do business.”

The sub-Saharan region
has definitely been a
top reforming region
globally and Nigeria is
definitely a part of that
story.

It is encouraging to see that, with reform provisions such as electronic filing and virtual board meetings, Nigeria
is now catching up to some innovations
that the rest of the world had since
moved on to.
After Work
With the amount of work and travel
that goes into implementing reforms
across the country, one wonders if Dr.
Oduwole has any time to unwind.
“I’m not sure there is much unwinding
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PRO BONO

For the People,
By the People
Confidence in the judicial arm of government is essential for the growth of SMEs and for
attracting investors. The recent legal reforms make it clear that the government is doing
all it takes to create an enabling environment for businesses.
By Toyin Bashir

The Beginning

G

rowing up, it was clear in my
mind that I was going to be a
professional and Law was the
most appealing choice for me at the
time. This took me to the University
of Lagos, where I graduated in 1999. I
was later called to the Nigerian Bar in
January 2001 as a Barrister and Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Nigeria,
and I have practiced law ever since. I’m
currently a partner in the Corporate Securities and Finance Practice Group at
Banwo & Ighodalo.
Joining PEBEC
As a private sector player, the ease or
otherwise of doing business has a huge
influence on how I service my firm’s
clients efficiently and effectively. Also,
as a Nigerian, I realized that the economy is influenced by how friendly the
business environment is to international investors, so as to attract the much
needed FDI. It was clear to me that a
targeted intervention was required by
the government in this regard. One of
the founding partners of my firm, Mr.
Asue Ighodalo, pitched the idea to me
and it didn’t take me long to agree to
provide technical support to the ease
of doing business project. They were
compelling reasons for me, from a professional as well as a social standpoint,
to volunteer to support the Federal
Government of Nigeria on such a laudable initiative.
I joined the Enabling Business Environment Secretariat (EBES) shortly after
the Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council (PEBEC) was established by President Muhammadu Buhari
in 2016. My role at the time was to facilitate reforms in the entry and exit of
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goods indicator and other indicators
that would ensure improvement in the
business environment in Nigeria.
The Evolution of PEBEC’s Legal Reform Agenda
The first area we worked on focused on
making it easier for Nigerians and foreigners to formalize their businesses in
Nigeria. Information from the National Bureau of Statistics suggested that
more than 17 million small businesses in
Nigeria operated in the informal sector.
It was, therefore, very important that
the process of migrating such a large
number of informal businesses to the
formal sector be simpler and cheaper.
EBES worked directly with the CAC to
provide technical support on improving its pre-registration, registration and
(recently) post-registration processes.
A Company Registration Portal was
created where any Nigerian can create
a profile and undertake the registration
of a simple company without the help
of an agent.
Another reform which we supported
the CAC in introducing was reducing
the timeline for reservation of a unique
name to less than 4 hours. This means
when any Nigerian is interested in setting up a business and has a name, he
can simply go online to the Company
Registration Portal (CRP), create a profile, submit the name he is interested
in and get the result on availability and
ownership in less than 4 hours. In addition, the completion of a registration
of a company can be concluded within a maximum period of 24 hours from
the time the completed documents are
submitted to the CAC.
In the spirit of the One Government directive, the Corporate Affairs Commis-

sion (CAC) and the Federal Inland Revenue Service (FIRS) now collaborate to
share information. This has enabled the
FIRS generate a Tax Identification Number (TIN) immediately after every company is registered by the CAC, which is
then forwarded to the new company by
email. We have also supported the CAC
by facilitating adherence to the timelines that they sculpt out in their service level agreement with customers. A
lot of the agencies have come up with
service-level agreements where they
detail each of their processes and the
timeline within which the public should
expect such processes to be completed once an application is lodged.
Lastly, we have been supporting the
Kano State Government with the introduction of an electronic process to help
businesses procure business premises
permits online. Previously, people had
to visit the Ministry of Commerce in
Kano State to make an application and
make payment in the bank to be able
to procure a business premises permit. However, with the introduction of
this electronic process, all they need to
do is visit the Ministry of Commerce’s
website, lodge their application and
the certificate is sent in electronic form
to the applicant within a 24-hour period.
The Companies & Allied Matters Bill
In 2016, the National Assembly collaborated with PEBEC towards the passage
of two key bills on credit. These two
Bills are now laws - the Secured Transactions in Movable Assets Act 2017,
and the Credit Reporting Act 2017. The
passage of the two bills into law resulted in Nigeria having a more effective
legal framework for access to credit
by SMEs ,and being ranked 6th in the
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several legislations using a single legislative bill. Therefore, the Omnibus
Bill on Business Facilitation in Nigeria
is intended to be a single all-encompassing legislation whereby provisions
in existing legislations in Nigeria which
have been deemed as bottlenecks to
doing business in Nigeria are amended.
The amendments cut across several areas such as tax, trade, immigration and
several other sectors.
The Small Claims Court

world by the Doing Business team of
the World Bank.
The enabling law, that is CAMA, which
regulates the registration, structure
and operations of companies in Nigeria
has not been amended in 29 years. As
a result, a lot of provisions contained
in CAMA have now become obsolete.
Since there had been the precedent of
successful collaboration with the National Assembly, which is characteristic
of PEBEC, the decision to pursue more
legislative reforms was made. PEBEC
took active and deliberate steps address the gap by again collaborating
with the National Assembly and other
key stakeholders in the public and private sectors to review the provisions of
CAMA.
The CAM Bill makes it easier to set up
a company by reducing the minimum
number of persons that can register a
company from 2 to 1. Also, there is a
form called the Declaration of Compliance that is completed at the pre-registration stage, which requires a lawyer,
a Notary Public or a Commissioner of
Oaths who sits in a court to sign. The
proposed amendment in the CAM Bill
is for that form to be replaced by a
Statement of Compliance, as this will
require only the person registering a
business to sign the form.
When CAMA was passed 29 years
ago, what was envisioned was a manual process for registration. Now that
technology has been introduced in
the registration process, it is important
that such technological processes are
captured in the CAM Bill to ensure such
new processes are backed by law.
There are provisions which will lead to
protecting minority investors so that
when the company is in existence, their
interests are also protected. In the CAM
Bill, we have provisions for increased
disclosure requirements for conflict
of interest, so, disclosure of conflict
of interest in property transactions by
directors and controlling persons have
also been introduced. There is now a
mandatory requirement for shareholders’ approval when a majority of shares
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in a company are being sold, and there
is a move to separate the office of the
Chief Executive Officer from that of the
Chairman for a more effective corporate governance structure.
There are also provisions which restrict
multiple directorship in public companies to a specific number. So if one person is a director in a public company,
there is a maximum number of public
companies where the person can act in
a similar role. In addition, there are also
mandatory requirements for public
companies to have a specific number
of independent directors.
Another reform which is being introduced through the CAM Bill is expunging the requirement for seeking the approval of the Attorney-General of the
Federation before companies limited
by guarantee can be registered. This
has been replaced by a process where
details of such companies will be published in newspapers so that the public is aware that XY&Z are setting up
a company limited by guarantee, and
where there are any objections such
can be tabled with the CAC.
In addition, from a review of the current
provisions of CAMA, it became apparent that the provisions relating to insolvency were grossly inadequate. There
were very few options available to
companies which encountered distress
during the life-time of their business.
So for the first time, the entire legal
framework introduced business rescue
provisions, which offer administration
and company voluntary arrangements
as an alternative to the liquidation of
such companies.
The CAM Bill passed the third reading
at the National Assembly and is currently awaiting the President’s assent.

The small claims court was first established in Lagos in April 2018. Upon the
establishment of the courts, 15 magistrate courts located in Ikeja, Lagos
Island, Yaba, Epe, Apapa, and Ebute
Metta were designated as small claims
courts. Since their establishment, 850
claims have been filed across the 15
courts, and judgements have already
been delivered in over 530 of such cases within a period of 60 days. This is a
remarkable improvement by the Lagos
State Judiciary on the timeline of about
442 days which had been recorded in
previous years by international observers.
In addition, the Lagos State Judiciary
recently took steps to publish details
of the performance of the small claims
court on its website. On the website,
there’s information on the cases which
have been determined and the cases
which are still pending; including how
long they have been pending. All this
engenders confidence in the reforms.
Copies of all judgments of the Small
Claims Court are also available on the
website.
Although the small claims court was
only established in Kano in January
2019, we have also seen remarkable
progress recorded. A website was recently launched for all the information
relating to the small claims court to be
updated on a regular basis with performance reports and copies of judgments.
Other states like Edo, Ogun and Jigawa
state are working towards setting up
the small claims courts before the end
of the year. Over the course of the next
two years, we would progressively see
small claims courts being established
in all the States of the Federation, including the FCT.
This is the abridged version. Please
read the complete copy on the website
www.thesparkng.com/catchup

The Omnibus Bill on Business
Facilitation
The other legal reform which is of a
legislative nature relates to the Omnibus Bill. An Omnibus Bill is a legislative tool which has been applied by
countries all over the world to amend
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TRADING WITHOUT LIMITS

A Matter of
Cost and Time
Making it easier to trade within and outside the country, as well as simplifying
government procurement processes will lead to significant contributions to the
nation’s GDP.
By Ayokunnu Ojeniyi

M

y thoughts race towards the
orthopedic surgeon each time
I consider the reform agenda
of the Presidential Enabling Business
Environment Council (PEBEC) over
last three years. To reform is to make
an attempt at reshaping or remoulding
what is considered to be out of order
or unworkable - just as the orthopedic
surgeon would, often through a painful process, cast a broken limb until
the desired outcome of healing is confirmed.
The case for reforms under our
trade-related indicators is a strong
one. After all, trade contributed 16.44%
to real GDP in 2018 - almost twice the
contribution of oil. This, perhaps, provides some context to the consistent
call for the removal of regulatory or administrative processes that continue to
constrain doing business in Nigeria. So,
buoyed by feedback from the public,
PEBEC in 2016 identified a number of
reform areas for immediate intervention: food and drug registration, product certification, movement of goods
and services, intellectual property and
trading across the Nigerian borders.
Food and Drug Registration, Product
Certification and Intellectual Property
A priority task was to inject some predictability to the food and drug registration process. The National Agency
for Food Drug Administration and Con-
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trol (NAFDAC), in collaboration with
PEBEC, reduced the cost of product
registration for MSMEs by half in 2017
and was able to clear all pending applications as at March 2018 to begin the
enforcement of a 90-day timeline for
food and 120-day timeline for drug registration in April 2018. Consequently, in
line with its service level agreement
(SLA), the agency is now expected to
complete the registration of food products within these stated timelines.
Another identified task was Intellectual Property (IP), and the 2010 National
MSME Collaborative Survey report sets
the context for IP related reforms. The
report revealed that over 70% of entrepreneurs do not have patent rights. In
other words, 7 out of every 10 entrepreneurs in Nigeria lack any form of IP
protection, and the implications of this
in a global knowledge economy are significant. Without patent rights, entrepreneurs have no right to stop others
from copying, manufacturing, selling or
importing their inventions without permission. An entrepreneur is also limited
from doing business in certain sectors
as NAFDAC requires, among other
things, an approved trademark before
a NAFDAC number can be issued.
The reform interventions in the areas
above mean that today, approval of
trademarks and patents is now easier and faster. The Trademark Registry
cleared a backlog of 30,000 outstand-
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ing marks as at April 2018. The Ministry of Industry, Trade and Investment is
also working on the automation of the
trademark registry and patent office,
and similar steps are being taken at the
National Office for Technology Acquisition and Promotion.

and the Lagos State Government, is
now focused on eliminating the traffic
logjam around the port following recent improvements in road infrastructure, as the hitherto impassable Leventis Bridge and Ijora Wharf Road have
now been constructed.

Movement of Goods & Services

Simplifying Government Procurement
Processes

A 2010 African Development Bank report on port development in Africa
ranked Nigeria as one of the countries
with the poorest port turnaround times.
The failed infrastructure in and around
the ports is undoubtedly a major factor
affecting this, but regulatory practices
such as multiplicity of documentation
have also continued to heighten the
challenges.
As a first step to reducing the turnaround time, the Apapa Port now runs
24-hour operations in line with Executive Order 001 (E01) directives. Importers and exporters now have less
documentation to deal with, and the
Standards Organisation of Nigeria processes all SONCAP certificates within
48 hours of the inspection of exports.
PEBEC, working with security agencies
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There are also ongoing efforts to eliminate the strictures that have long prevented MSMEs from doing business
with government. The common thread
in public sector bid announcements is
the proof of compliance with taxation
and other regulatory obligations. Some
of these requirements have limited the
ability of MSMEs, and particularly the
Nigerian startup community, to participate in public procurements.
The realisation of these constraints has
led to the review of the procurement
requirements on contractor obligations
to the National Pension Commission
(PENCOM) and the Industrial Training
Fund (ITF). With the review, contractors with less than 15 employees, as
opposed to 3 employees previously, are no longer required to obtain a
PENCOM compliance certificate for
procurement. In the same vein, companies with less than 5 personnel or less
than fifty million naira annual turnover
also do not require the ITF compliance
certificate to do business with government. This is especially instructive, as
according to the 2010 National MSME

Collaborative Survey report, 97% of
businesses in Nigeria, do not have more
than 10 employees or N50 million in assets. Furthermore, the Bureau of Public
Procurement (BPP) has automated the
registration process for prospective
contractors, consultants and service
providers, and improved transparency
through its national open contracting portal. These reforms, and several
more, have been delivered by PEBEC
working in collaboration with multiple
stakeholders across the public and private sectors over the past 3 years.
People have often questioned the logic behind the focus on these reforms,
including regulatory interventions, given the current state of infrastructure
in Nigeria. While Infrastructure is, and
will remain a major factor in the realisation of Nigeria’s economic potential,
it must be noted, that infrastructure
is not the only known impediment to
economic growth. According to the
last three KMPG CFO Outlook reports,
Chief Financial Officers (CFOs) have
consistently and increasingly ranked
regulatory risk as one of the top business risks their organizations have to
grapple with. PEBEC’S reforms are
therefore targeted towards reducing
the cost, time and procedures for businesses in their engagement with government agencies.

“According to the 2010
National MSME Collaborative Survey report, 97%
of businesses in Nigeria,
do not have more than 10
employees or N50 million
in assets.”
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BUILDING EASY

Powering Nigeria’s
Businesses
Power is critical to economic growth, particularly for developing nations. Pending when we are able to tackle the
bigger issues, PEBEC has made it a priority to remove bottlenecks to getting connected to the grid.
by Kayode Olagunju

T

he achievements of the Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council (PEBEC) with
regards to improving the processes
involved in setting up businesses in Nigeria are quite clear almost three years
after being set up. One of the focus areas for PEBEC is the process of getting
connected to electricity – connecting
new businesses to the national grid.
PEBEC’s efforts have resulted in businesses being able to apply online for
connection to the grid and reduction in
the time taken to be connected from
an average of 176 days to 30 days from
time of application.
In addition to this, the number of procedures for new connections to the
distribution grid has been reduced to
5, and an e-system for application and
approval for new connections to the
grid by distribution companies has
been created to make the processes
easier.

However, these laudable achievements
are sometimes dwarfed by the inadequacy of power supply and inefficiencies of operators; and those worst hit
are business owners. One may therefore wonder, “How are businesses expected to cope with the high unreliability and high cost that comes with being
connected to the national grid?”
Firstly, if you are wondering how being
connected to the grid is a high-cost endeavour for businesses, let me explain.
The existing industry tariff model is designed in such a way that commercial
customers (businesses) subsidise the
cost of power for residential customers. This creates a situation where businesses end up paying a high price for
an inadequate and inefficient source
of power supply especially where business premises are not metered and
monthly power bills are estimated.
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“PEBEC’s efforts have resulted in
businesses being able to apply
online for connection to the grid
and reduction in the time taken
to be connected from an average of 176 days to 30 days from
time of application.”

Based on the foregoing, it is clear that
businesses need to look beyond the
national grid to access the power required to run their operations. However, in considering other options such as
Independent Power Plants (IPPs), some
aspects of the existing arrangement
can be borrowed from. For example,
the situation described above where
higher-consuming customers subsidise
the cost for lower-consuming customers is not such a bad idea if implemented within a more efficient set-up.
Businesses must be located within close proximity to one another (in
some sort of cluster) and the IPP. Next,
some creativity needs to go into commercial negotiations and Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) pricing after
large power consumers have taken the
lead in negotiations and engagement
in setting up PPAs where they bear the
larger portion of the tariffs, while lower-consuming businesses pay a lower
price.

today. A good example is the Sura Independent Power Project at Simpson
Street, Lagos Island where a cluster
of about 700 small businesses now
access constant electricity supply via
a dedicated line from a nearby power
plant. Industry observers may accuse
some of the current operators of being unwilling and not open to providing support in actualizing these kind
of models but this is not necessarily
correct. What is required most times
is extensive dialogue and engagement
with all relevant stakeholders to ensure
alignment of interests and buy-in.
In summary, as the government seeks
to improve the ease of doing business,
specifically in the area of getting electricity, a next step would be to consider
such alternatives, and the cost of such
alternatives can be optimized by employing existing pricing models where
larger consumers subsidize the cost for
lower consuming businesses.

This is not exactly a new model, as
there are close examples that exist
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FEATURES

Powered by
Social Media
Nelly Agbogu is the CEO of Nellies
and the founder of Naijabrandchick
brand. She speaks on branding and
growing a business by leveraging on
social media.
By Nelly Agbogu

Background

M

y name is Nelly Agbogu, CEO
of Nellies, a healthy food and
snack company located in Lagos and Abuja. I am also the founder of
NaijaBrandChick, where I teach people
how to use social media for business
and create visibility for their brands. I
am a mum, wife, sister, aunty and a lot
of things; I am authentically me.
Starting Up
I started NaijaBrandChick in December
2015. At that time, I had already started
Nellies and I wanted to just talk about
how I used social media and the challenges I was encountering in business
in Nigeria; basically everything that
had to do with business. I was working
at that time and I did not make myself
known on the NaijaBrandChick page
but I was very popular on my Nellies
page because I always danced a lot as
a form of entertainment.
People would come to me asking for
my recipes but I wanted to keep my
recipes secret, so I found a way to
teach people while at the same time,
keeping my recipes to myself. I believe
trade secrets should be kept to oneself
but I decided that I could teach people
how to grow a business. Doing this and
working in the oil sector wasn’t a problem because I was doing it online and
it wasn’t affecting my work. I worked
for 8 years before I resigned to start up
Nellies. And after Nellies, I started NaijaBrandChick; there is no NaijaBrandChick without Nellies.
NaijaBrandChick started by chance. I
was not expecting it to grow the way
it has grown; it was actually an avenue for me to pour out the issues I was
having as a business owner and at the
same time, help people who wanted
me to teach them.
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Instagram Bootcamp
I have enabled a lot of business to grow
through a bootcamp, which I do every
month. It is called “Instagram Bootcamp.” It lasts for 15 days, and people
learn a lot about business. We receive
a lot of feedback because they experienced tremendous growth in their
business.
I also have a physical workshop where
we meet people and teach them Instagram analytics and all the tricks and
tips that they need to know to grow
their business. I have also been invited
to events to speak and teach all the dynamism that goes into the application
so it can yield results.
Growing a Business in Nigeria
To grow a business in Nigeria, it is very
important that you have a presence
on Instagram because most businesses and even the audience are on Instagram. Due to the way Instagram is
designed, it makes it easier for people
to buy what you are selling. We are in
a time where people are moved to order by simply liking a picture; they buy
because they like what they see. That
visual representation which Instagram
brings into place makes it easy for
people to buy. That is why your content matters. I would advise business
owners to be active on Instagram and
Google My Business and make sure
that they are focused on getting more
visibility.
Increasing My Following
One of the ways I have been able to increase my following is to leverage on
ways to create more engagement for
my page. It might interest you to know
that when you entertain people, offer a
discount, teach something, refer people, tell a story, you create more engagement and create more sales.
I have been able to focus mostly on
teaching something to people at all
times, using my story to create more
visibility, trying to entertain people so
I am not sounding too serious and al-

ways making sure that I am referring
someone or talking about someone
in a good light. These have made my
engagement to grow and it has been
phenomenal. I have also used hashtags
and my insights strategically.
Challenges
There are so many challenges I encountered in starting up a business, particularly with Nellies. It was a market that
very few people were involved in at the
time. The niche was so small and those
who were doing it were doing it from
their homes. I tried to learn from someone but when we met, the person was
unwilling to train me.
So I had to rely on Google and YouTube
and that was how I started educating
myself. I always tell people that my
dustbin swallowed more than N50,000
worth of goods when I was trying to
learn because sometimes, it doesn’t
turn out well. Another issue I had was
getting myself certified with NAFDAC,
which we have sorted out now. I also
had logistics issues; running on diesel
every day, transportation, pricing, and
delivery.
NBC Trade Fair
What made me start the NBC Trade
Fair was because I noticed that even
though a lot of people buy from Instagram, many people had trust issues because they had no idea who they were
trading with. I thought to myself, “what
if we create visibility and bring this online customers offline so that the customers would see the sellers?” so we
decided to hold the first fair and it was
phenomenal; a lot of people turned
out. We tried it again and the second
edition was also amazing.
Advice to Entrepreneurs
Do not give up. It may sound cliché but
please do not. There are going to be
a lot of challenges and people would
question your business, but just keep
pushing. You will definitely encounter
a lot of challenges but do not give up.
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Sustainable
Management
Strategies
for SMEs
It’s important for SMEs to have certain
measures put in place to ensure their
sustainability and growth.
By Otome Okolo

W

hat will be considered as a
small firm will vary depending on the factors and industry being considered. The typical metrics used to determine the size of a firm
are number of employees and revenue.
In Nigeria, according to the Companies
& Allied Matters Act (CAMA), a small
firm is one that is privately owned by
members who hold not less than 51% of
the equity between themselves, with a
turnover of not more than 2 million naira or net asset value of not more than 1
million. However, other than the CAMA
standard, the ‘smallness’ of a firm is
subject to context.
Small firms are said to be the life blood
of any economy; on an aggregated basis, they employ the most people and
contribute significantly to the economic value of the state. As such, it is
necessary that small businesses be allowed to thrive.
Other than the factors which are extraneous to the small business such as the
economic and political context within
which it operates, the small business
must also prime itself to exist for a long
time by managing itself in a sustainable
manner.
Sustainable management strategies
are the comprehensive collection of
measures that a small firm can take or
should put in place to ensure its continuous existence and ultimately its
long term growth by aligning its resources and its actions with its vision
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and strategy. Sustainability promoters would often say that sustainability
sits on a three legged stool - people,
planet, profit. These measures would
primarily focus on managing social,
economic and environmental factors
in an effective and integrated way, so
as to achieve improved performance,
competitiveness and success for a long
term.
Globally, consumers and investors are
interested in companies that embrace
social and environmental factors and
notwithstanding that it is small, a firm
must incorporate global best practices.
A sustainable business strategy would
help a small firm to reduce its cost, improve productivity or performance and
be competitive.
Some strategies which a small firm
must adopt and put measures in place
to sustain implementation include:
Integrated Organisational Thought
This encompasses the vision, culture,
core values, strategic direction and
organisational structure of a firm. Notwithstanding its size, a firm must have
a vision and a strategy plan. A plan enables the firm to have a deeper understanding of the environment in which
it operates, the available opportunities
and its strengths and weaknesses. It
helps to have a clear focus and makes
it possible to allocate and utilise resources more efficiently. Risks and uncertainties in the business sector can
be effectively minimised when there’s
a plan.
The vision of a firm is the conceptualisation of the aim or purpose of the
firm, which the leadership seeks to
achieve. To be sustainable, a firm’s vi-

sion and the strategy to achieve it must
align with global realities in the firm’s
sector of operation. There must be a
collective understanding amongst the
employees, of the vision and strategic
focus of the firm. The firm’s management must continuously and frequently
communicate and re-emphasise its vision and strategic focus.
In terms of business strategy, most experts would recommend the setting of
a five-year plan and ideally, having a
plan for each year which is aimed towards achieving the long-term plan.
The leadership or of a firm will be the
key drivers of the firm’s vision and
strategy.
One practical step a firm can take is to
develop vision and mission statements,
paste the statements in key places in
its offices and have strategy sessions
where the firm’s vision and strategic
plan are discussed from time to time.
A firm can also encourage having its
vision and mission statements used as
screensavers on its employees’ computers from time to time. This will help
with getting employees to identify with
the firm’s ideology and to have a sense
of direction.
Realistic targets for achieving the strategy must be set and the management
of the firm must have a performance
scorecard with clear key performance
indicators by which achievement of
goals and targets can be scored.
Using legal firms once again as an example, in 2019, a firm’s strategy outlook should take into consideration
the impact of artificial intelligence as
a disruptor to legal services and the
use of technology to achieve improved
performance. A small law firm in a de-
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veloping country must, therefore in its
strategy, leverage on using technology
in its work processes for better service
delivery. It may be as basic as having
computers, internet connectivity, an
email address and a telephone number. Accessibility to the firm by clients
or customers should be a key factor
in a firm’s strategy. In whatever strategy the firm explores, it is necessary to
consider the environment. Therefore, a
firm can develop a system where it minimises printing and saves most of its
information in the cloud, on computers
or hard drives. These actions must be
listed in a firm’s key performance indicators towards achieving its strategy
and should be ticked when achieved.
Also, a small firm’s management should
position the firm for growth or make
it attractive for investments, partnerships, mergers or acquisitions. Where
the strategy of a firm is to remain a
small, the firm’s strategy should ideally
be driven towards creating a niche in
its sector of operation. Where the firm
has a software or some technology, for
example, and there is the possibility of
the software, trademark or patent being acquired, the firm must take steps
to ensure that the intellectual property is well protected by carrying out
the necessary registration. This strategy would make them attractive to a
would-be investor.
Transparency in business practice is
also key, and this must be considered
by a firm in putting together its strategy. Most private equity firms consider
transparency in business practice as
one of the elements for making an investment.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
is another area in which a firm must
have a strategy for today. CSR in small
enterprises has attracted focus and
debates around the world. Small firms
are being encouraged to adopt CSR
in their mode of doing business most
particularly in this era where company
values, social responsibility and corruption are very important. Having and
implementing a CSR strategy is one
way a small firm can seek to differentiate itself in a developing economy
where even big firms are still grappling
with. A client who cares about social or
environmental cause would more likely
come to you rather than your competitor.
Innovative Business Development
This encapsulates marketing, research
and client management. A firm must
have a marketing plan for business development. Just setting up a firm isn’t
enough, the business of the firm has to
be promoted and the right clients attracted and retained. Brand visibility
has become an important marketing
strategy with a lot of firms using the
social media platforms to make their
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brands visible. A small firm, therefore,
can use these platforms to promote
its visibility with the aim of attracting
clients. A structured approach to business development is therefore a necessary tool for small firms.
Even in its simplest form, a marketing
plan will assist a firm in determining
who its target clients are or should be,
what resources it needs to deploy and
what steps it needs to take to achieve
visibility. The marketing plan would
also contain a strategy for existing
client retention. In drawing up a marketing plan, a firm must conduct some
analysis on the market or business environment within which it operates or
seeks to operate and its target clients.
This research must be done from time
to time, as the marketing plan of a firm
should be updated.
For many small firms, it is often the
case that management may not want
to extend or may lack the resources or
even the knowledge on how to develop
a marketing strategy for their firm. As
opposed to crossing its fingers, a firm
can leverage available resources such
as conducting internet-based research
or seeking information from relevant
industry groups in drawing up its marketing plan. The firm must then set out
its specific marketing goals and objectives and develop its marketing strategy and action plan to achieve these
goals. Where advertising is one of the
marketing strategies to be adopted, a
firm has to consider the social impact
of its advertisement from language
used to the graphics.
The responsibility for implementing
the marketing plan should be clearly specified and in a small firm it will
typically be the owner or management
team. However, it is necessary that every member of the firm be involved in
the business development plans of the
firm. The effect is that there is cohesion
in the portrayal of the firm’s brand. In
implementing the marketing plan, there
must also be consistent progress monitoring. One important tool for a marketing plan, dependent on the services
provided, is clients’ feedback. Based
on the demographics of a firm’s client
base, technology can be deployed in
requesting for clients’ feedback.
Financial Management
A small firm should understand that its
revenue today was most likely informed
by measures taken 2 or 3 quarters ago.
As such, a considerable amount of its
finances should be earmarked for researching ways to improve its efficiency. This could come in the form of staff
training, product research, etc.
Human Resources and Administration
People and talent management matters. At the heart of a small firm is the

team. A small firm does not have the
luxury of hiring or retaining the wrong
employees. Therefore, management
must set out clearly the qualifications
required and key attributes its employees must have and should strive
to have productive employees. Where
the firm has just its owners, the owners must set key performance indicators by which they score their performance. Studies have shown that not all
employees are necessary driven by the
amount of salary received. Some employees may require a conducive work
space while some want flexible working hours or for new mothers more
leave time, training and development,
etc. Understanding what the firm has
to offer will go a long way in determining the kind of employees a firm can
attract. Whatever choices are made,
employees must key into the firm’s vision and work towards achieving same.
To be sustainable, the human resource
strategy of a firm should take into consideration how it uses its resources to
make profit but at the same time caring
for wellbeing of its employees.
Corporate Governance and
Compliance
Where a firm has more than one owner, it is necessary to implement a clear
governance structure for the executive management. Hierarchy, roles and
responsibilities of its partners or its
owners, decision making and performance management, compensation,
etc. all have to be clearly stated. This
is to avoid potential conflict among the
executive management which could
ultimately affect the management and
longevity of the firm.
Compliance is another area where
small firms struggle. It is not unusual
to see small firms who fall back on tax
filings, employee pension payments, to
mention a few. It could lead to such a
firm having regulatory issues and being
fined. As part of its policies, a firm must
work towards having a sustainable
compliance policy and procedure. A
small firm can have a register, ideally a
database to track environmental, social
and governance laws which it needs
to comply with. Half yearly or yearly
audits should be conducted to ensure
that there has been no compliance gap.
Final Words
The reality is that many firms have not
figured out how to integrate sustainability into their overall business strategy and the starting point should be
figuring out your firm’s answer to the
question, ‘what is sustainability strategy’? The foregoing strategies are an
attempt at articulating practices that
have over time facilitated sustainability and should help you avoid the ‘navel
gazing’ that often comes with contemplating strategy.
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SME Funding and
Developmental Agencies
SME attitudes towards financing opportunities from
developmental agencies
By Chidi Koldsweat

A

ccess to finance is constantly identified as a key element
needed for SMEs and social enterprises to build production capacity,
compete globally, create jobs, access
new technology, directly impact their
economies and compete in global markets. Interestingly, based on our work
at Donors for Africa, we find that there
are several grants and funding available for every single activity - from securing a university education, to travel,
to funding a wish, idea or startup and
even to scaling up an existing venture –
local and international funding is available for all.

SMEs and social enterprises must explore alternative funding for their organizations, not for the sole purpose of
winning, but also to understand what
is required of them. Applying for these
opportunities forces you to level up
and bring your organization’s standards to be at par with global enterprises, positioning you to access other
global opportunities and development
ecosystems. All it takes is for you to
move from your comfort zone as it will
challenge everything you do in your
business and how you do it. Some organizations to consider for alternative
funding are The Tony Elumelu Foundation, Grofin Fund, Global Fund for
Women, Lagos State Entrepreneurs
Trust Fund and so many more.
However, while we understand the vital
role access to financing plays, we cannot disregard that this may not be the
most important ingredient needed to
increase impact and become sustainable. There really is so much that development agencies, whose goal is to
help support economic growth within a
specified city; region or state, can do to
continue to expand financial opportunities. Although by providing necessary
resources and assistance, they have become the best sources of information
for SMEs and social enterprises looking
to expand their ideas and businesses,
organizations cannot depend solely on
them for their needs.
To experience long term sustainable
growth in any sector, entrepreneurs
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and leaders must focus on creating
value-driven businesses and social enterprises worthy of investment rather
than depend solely on grants for survival. With the increase in grants and
zero-interest based financing, we must
ask the key question: Are SMEs and social enterprises ready to access financing to increase their impact?
Below are key areas organizations
looking to scale up and increase their
impact must begin to address:
1- Structure: Structural development
occurs in proportion to the work the
organization is doing. Irrespective of
your current size, you should think
about structure from the very beginning of your organization’s existence.
From governance, to policies by which
the organization operates and the distribution of roles - this is key in ensuring transparency and preparedness in
accessing a certain level of funding.
2- Capacity: Based on recent research
conducted by our organization, we realized that while there is a clamour for
increased funding by business owners,
what is truly lacking are well-developed ideas in the hands of competent
leaders. Improved human capital within any organization is directly related
to improved growth. At a basic level,
SMEs or social enterprises must invest
in their capacity, learning and setting
standards on basic principles in accounting, strategy, marketing and other key competencies required to effectively run a thriving business.
3- Technological Innovation: For SMEs
and social enterprises, technology can
spur growth, increase client value and
market differentiation. It stimulates
efficiency, and if properly utilized, can
ensure sustainability. It increases organizational efficiencies especially in today’s highly competitive marketplace.
The use of software or sharing tools to
keep different members of a team upto-date with the state of a project, even
when they are not actively working on
a specific portion of it can increase
productivity.

Although efficiency is important for
any type of business, it is especially essential for not-for-profit organizations,
which have more limited resources.
Not only does it increase brand presence, it provides a unique opportunity
to tell your brand story to a larger audience. Technology creates room for
automated solutions and innovations in
every area. It cannot be overrated as its
increasing importance is better experienced than discussed.
Other areas SMEs and social enterprises need to improve on include: organizational leadership, customer centric
values, beneficiary needs, human resources amongst others.
In conclusion, while we believe SMEs
and social enterprises must refrain
from viewing development agencies as ‘saviours’ and focus more on
building their internal processes, the
government and key decision makers
must also create enabling business
environments for these organizations
to thrive. From increasingly active engagement by the private sector for financing for non-profits to ensure that
with more flexible parameters, SMEs
can access procurement opportunities.
They should consider replicating international best practice relevant locally.
Other key areas to consider are alternative financing, regulatory policies,
reduced multiple taxation, etc.
A thriving business environment for
SMEs and social enterprises will lead to
rapid growth and socio-economic impact for the government and most importantly its citizens. A diversified and
prosperous economy is only possible
when organizations are given room to
flourish and do so sustainably.

“Applying for these opportunities
forces you to level up and bring
your organization’s standards to
be at par with global enterprises,
positioning you to access other
global opportunities and development ecosystems”
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Democratising
Opportunities The AGS Tribe
Access to opportunities remains a big
challenge for African entrepreneurs.
The AGS Tribe is a platform created to
bridge this gap.
By Ife Durosinmi-Etti

“I came across many opportunities that boosted my development and helped my business
grow, but I noticed that these
opportunities were going round
the same circle of people, so I
decided to write a book that
democratizes opportunities for
African Entrepreneurs and show
them how to also apply for these
opportunities.”

G

rowing up, even though I saw
myself trying to create solutions
whenever I was faced with challenges , I never thought I was going
to become an entrepreneur. My entrepreneurship journey began when I began having kids and needed furniture
for them. I saw a gap in the market
for locally made furniture for children.
The desire to key into this opportunity then gave me the boldness to delve
into entrepreneurship headlong. Along
the way, I came across many personal
development opportunities that also
helped my business grow, but I noticed
that these opportunities were only
known to the same circles of people.
So, I decided to write a book to share
these opportunities with African entrepreneurs and also show them how to
apply for these opportunities. People
then began sending me emails and
direct messages online, telling me to
send them these opportunities whenever I saw them. However, doing so
became overwhelming as I would see
new opportunities daily. This led to me
launch The AGS Tribe, a platform created to democratize opportunities for
entrepreneurs and nonprofits in Africa.
Our vision is to become the number
one gateway of opportunities for African entrepreneurs.
The AGS Tribe has been able to support
SMEs through the following initiatives:
•

Capacity Building

Throughout the year, we host several
live workshops and webinars on different topics such as grant writing, branding, vision boarding and other topics
that are relevant to SMEs and their entrepreneurship journey. We also host
events to promote entrepreneurship
and cross-border relationships across
the world. We’ve hosted some events
in Nigeria, Ghana, Botswana and London and over the next few years, we
plan to take it to other countries.
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•

AGS Tribe Opportunities Billboard
Daily, we post opportunities on the
platform that can take entrepreneurs
or non- profits global.
•

The AGS Impact Fund:

The AGS Impact Fund is a fund created to empower female-led businesses
that are contributing to national development. This fund will award grants
to women through the AGS Enterprise
Challenge. The Impact Fund is open to
members of the public. Corporate organizations who are also passionate
about women empowerment can donate in cash and kind to help promote
gender equality, alleviate poverty, as
well as contribute to nation building
and economic growth.
•

The AGS Enterprise Challenge:

The AGS Enterprise Challenge is a
programme designed to promote the
birth of businesses that can help end
poverty, protect the planet and ensure prosperity for all. This challenge is
funded by the Impact Fund and it aims
to bridge the gender gap through socio-economic empowerment of women through funding, training and mentorship. The programme will ensure
that female-led startups gain exposure,
valuable feedback and grants to take
their businesses to the next level. The
goal is to build a network of inclusive

businesses and opportunities for collaborations that would assist with promoting business sustainability across
Nigeria over the next 5 years.
•
Last year, The AGS Enterprise Challenge was able to provide visibility
to over 1,000 women through a pitch
competition that went viral and the
programme was able to award grants
totaling 3 million naira to female-led
businesses. The lead sponsor for the
2018 edition was Platform Capital. The
women who scaled through the pitch
competition also received work spaces for a period of 3 months through
one of our partners, Lead Space. This
year, the programme intends to create
visibility for over 2000 women across
all geo-political zones in Nigeria. I believe these opportunities can help take
businesses to the next level so they
can contribute to boosting economic
activities which will in turn, positively
impact GDP growth, job creation and
efforts towards poverty alleviation.
.
These programmes have impacted the
lives of so many young entrepreneurs
across Africa. I’ve had positive testimonials from Nigeria, Cameroon, Botswana, Zimbabwe, The Gambia and other
countries, with people sharing stories
of how our webinars or live workshops
were helpful to them in accessing an
opportunity. The platform has also
helped entrepreneurs collaborate on
different projects that have turned out
to be profitable. Some others have also
been able to gain visibility, scholarships
and valuable relationships as a result of
being members of the Tribe. Although
we are still very young, in less than a
year, we have had many success stories. We have so much more planned
over the next couple of months and I
look forward to building a tribe of entrepreneurs who are ready to take advantage of the opportunities available
to them just by virtue of being African.
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10 Tech Products
Enabling Growth for SMEs
Technological intervention is increasingly making
business easier and enabling SMEs’ growth
By Deji Atoyebi

L

ook around and you’ll find that
no business is an island in itself.
In today’s digital world, the beauty of entrepreneurship is established
in the manner by which businesses
build products that mostly work interdependently or are stacked on top of
one another in a cascade-like fashion.
Simply put, regardless of what you’re
building, it’s inevitable that you’ll have
to rely on existing products to pull
through.
Fortunately, there has never been a
better time to build a business than
now. Not only has the surge of venture
capital firms and angel networks made
for easier access to capital, it has also
also helped encourage the widespread
entrepreneurial bug which has in turn
spoiled us with high-end technology
that serves as infrastructure for building and running businesses. In this article, I’ll touch on 10 products that have
made life a whole lot easier for businesses and their owners.

Kobo360 is a Nigerian startup that
helps businesses with logistics infrastructure. This provision encourages such businesses to focus more on
strengthening their own unique value
propositions. The separation of concerns makes a lot of sense in a continent that’s known to grapple with logistics challenges.
Kobo360 (the product) is used by
over 1500 businesses and has started expanding across Africa, after the
business garnered $1.2 million preseed funding. Not only is the product
growing in popularity, but it has also
helped to show how focusing on and
improving an aspect of a value chain
can cause disruption.

2. ZOOM:

1. KOBO 360:

Zoom is currently a glaring example of
a disruptive product. Even though the
idea behind it is, on the surface, anything but novel, it is in fact, preceded
by (and currently competing with) a
number of video chat and conferencing products like itself.

Assume that you’re building an internet
product in which you’ll require customers to pay for goods and services. The
chances are high that you won’t need
to build your own payment infrastructure from the ground up, as there are
already a number of third-party payment gateways to help with this. What
these gateways do for payments is
what Kobo360 does for logistics.

From the perspective of users however,
Zoom has become the holy grail of video communication because of its resilience under pressure. It is reported that
the product doesn’t lag with increased
usage and is probably the best of its
kind - a “feat” which Zoom’s executives
owe to the company’s penchant for
placing users first and their initial aim
to build the best product in the market.
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Zoom is seamlessly helping business
people in Nigeria to communicate
more effectively. With Zoom, entrepreneurs need not worry about challenges
in remotely communicating with investors or employees, all at once.

3. TRELLO
Trello has become a household name
among not just project managers but
also business owners in general. A cutting-edge project management software, it is known to afford teams the
opportunity to create and maintain an
orderly workflow.
Noteworthy is the fact that Trello allows people to separate concerns
using “Boards” and to track task progression within a period of time. It also
comes in handy in enhancing communication between teams. Using one of
its components called “Cards,” managers can create tasks and assign them
to individual team members while also
setting deadlines, listing requirements
and other relevant information.

4. GIGA LAYER
Giga Layer prides itself as a hosting
provider for Africa. Although not the
first of its kind, it has been able to attract good press from some big names
and has under its belt, an enviable
user base comprising over 6,000 business spanning Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya,
South-Africa, Tanzania and Uganda.
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Among other things, Giga Layer provides and registers local domain
names, such as .ng for Nigerian business as well as other generic ones.

7. HOOTSUITE

5. RAVE
When I started freelancing, I would
usually pull out my hair in frustration
because receiving payments from foreign clients was always difficult, to put
it mildly. Most foreign businesses that
I worked with were not flexible with
their choice of methods for making
payments. There was also a scarcity
of reliable payment gateways, while
those that worked required lengthy
processes to set up.
The obvious difficulty in receiving payments from overseas faced by residents
of Africa prompted the establishment
of Flutterwave, a financial technology
startup which has Rave as its flagship
product.
Rave is such a simple payment gateway that it’s quite easy to take its
whole set-up for granted. All business
owners have to do is create an account
on Rave and, to receive money, provide
their clients with a link to their account.
Dead simple. Overtime, the company
has helped process over $20 million
transactions.

In today’s digital age, your success as
a business could be determined by
how well you’re able to leverage social
media. Let’s face it: everyone is on social media and not considering the social networks as veritable distribution
channels will be tantamount to leaving
lots of money on the table.
Managing a business’s online process
across various existing social networks
is no easy undertaking, however. And
this is where Hootsuite comes in. As
a platform, Hootsuite facilitates social
media management through various
means, but most importantly, by ensuring that all major social networks can
be accessed on it. That is, as a user, you
can access multiple accounts and profiles across the major social networks
on Hootsuite. Entrepreneurs and social
media marketers have found this tool
extremely useful for their purpose.
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10. FIGMA
Figma emerged to disrupt the way
product design is done. A primarily
web-based design software created
for User Interface and User Experience
Designers, it has proven to be the most
accessible of its kind. Again, it is primarily web-based, so users do not require to install a desktop application to
get started with using it. Today, Figma
is used by most product designers in
Nigeria and enjoys enviable word-ofmouth marketing from its users.
CONCLUSION

8. WAVE APPS
Rather than a piece of software, Wave
Apps is a suite of products that border
on financial management. Through this
suite, business owners are spoiled with
features to aid invoicing, accounting
and generation of receipts. It is yet another example of how well technology
saves businesses time that they’d have
otherwise geared towards carrying out
mundane tasks.

6. PAYSTACK
Paystack is currently one of the poster
children of startup success in the Nigerian fintech industry. It is known for
providing small and medium sized businesses a gateway to receive payments
on various digital platforms. With integrations on popular systems like Wordpress, the company has paved way for
the ubiquity of its product and has left
people less concerned about creating
their own payment infrastructure from
scratch. The product has tremendously grown over the years, and it currently boasts of over 10,000 subscribers.

to make your own terms on the time
and days you’ll be available, and people who wish to book an appointment
would have to choose a time that’s in
accordance with your convenience.
Calendly also helps with sending reminders when the time for appointments is almost due.

Businesses are currently graced with a
plethora of products and technology to
help in carrying out their daily operations. These products make life generally easier by ensuring that businesses
have enough more energy to expend
on building products and features that
make them stand out from their competition.
This article listed 10 products that are
anything but alien to the Nigerian startup ecosystem in particular. Not only
are these products highly functional, but they are also easily accessible.
Therefore, as an entrepreneur, be on
the lookout for tools that are relevant
to your business and then deploy them.

“...focusing on and improving an aspect of a
value chain can cause
disruption.”

9. CALENDLY.
Calendly is gradually becoming prime
real estate for extremely busy business
owners who need to manage appointments in a saner way. It effectively
organizes the process of scheduling
appointments; as a user, you’re free
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A Tool for
Transparency
Accountability and transparency are two elements that are necessary in any business environment for
stakeholder satisfaction, and to maintain the interest of investors. Oyeniyi Immanuel takes a look at one
tool PEBEC is using to achieve these objectives.
By Oyeniyi Immanuel

T

he Federal Government, through
the Presidential Enabling Business Environment Council (PEBEC) has set up a portal (via a website
and mobile application) through which
stakeholders in the Nigerian business
environment can send in complaints
and give feedback on their interactions
with over 20 Ministries, Departments
and Agencies (MDAs) of the Federal
Government. And that number is growing.

“In preparation for
this piece, I used the
reportgov.ng mobile
application by sending in two complaints
I had in the course of
my dealings with the
Trademarks Registry
and I received feedback on the same
day.”

The portal, called reportgov.ng, is accessible via a mobile application of the
same name and a website - www.reportgov.ng. Reportgov.ng is Nigeria’s
official public service complaint portal
for complaints and feedback for the
service delivery of any government
Ministries, Department and Agency
MDA. It has been operational as a webbased platform since 2017 and was the
winning entry in a hackathon featuring
60 Nigerian techpreneurs. Taking it
up a notch to drive adoption and use,
the mobile app was launched in March
2019.
While it may still be too early to determine the effect of the platform on
the business environment, one must
applaud the initiative of PEBEC in
wanting to be held accountable for its
activities and the drive to ensure that
the MDAs, whose activities the PEBEC
was set up to streamline, are policed as
well. Transparency and accountability
are two things that Nigerians, particularly those in business, desire from
those in governance.
While preparing for this piece, I used
the mobile application by sending in
two complaints I had in the course of
my dealings with the Trademarks Registry and I received feedback on the
same day. Even though the issues have
not been completely resolved, it is refreshing to have a responsive agency,
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more so when you can reach them via
convenient means. The platform even
allows you to attach documents to
support your complaint or feedback.
To ensure a quick turnaround time on
issues, the President himself mandated
all ministries, departments and agencies to attend to complaints within
72 hours. The portal also provides a
monthly score-sheet for the MDAs,
tracking those who resolve their tickets
as quickly as possible. As at when this
article was being written, the Corporate Affairs Commission was in the lead
in the month of March 2019, resolving
100% of issues raised.
One of the interesting features of the
portal is that one cannot make an
anonymous report. It is not a whistle-blowing platform, but an avenue to
collaborate with the government in ensuring that change is actually delivered
in a timely manner.
Without prejudice to my good experience with the platform and my admiration for PEBEC’s achievements thus far,
one wonders about the sustainability
of the platform beyond the tenure of its
creators, particularly when the number
of users grow exponentially. Granted, it
is still early days, but it is necessary at
the point of setting up a structure or
initiative, that the means of ensuring
sustainability of same is woven into the
structure. Perhaps, the idea of backing
up PEBEC by means of enabling legislation which will require a more elaborate procedure to be overturned (as
opposed to an executive order which
can be changed by a subsequent executive order) or an Act enabling
and requiring the periodic collection
and publication of all executive orders
should be considered.
Here’s to making doing business in Nigeria easy!
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BRANDSPARK

Brandbuilding
in a Nutshell
Starting a business in Nigeria
is a piece of cake compared to
building and sustaining a brand.
There are a number of reasons
for this, but one of the biggest
of them all may be the approach
to creativity and innovation in
marketing.
By Lynda Aguocha

M

any entrepreneurs think that
marketing belongs in the final
stages of setting up a business.
However, marketing activities actually
start at the very beginning. It is what
drives the business strategy and plan.
It helps in the development of a marketable product or service, as branding
begins even from naming a business.
In short, a business starts, grows and
stays afloat with marketing, so it is imperative for businesses and marketing
professionals to be well informed and
innovative with their marketing tactics
at all times.
However, this is easier said than done.
The truth is that many people know or
claim to know the theory of things. It
seems so easy on paper that even novices after a few hours on Google or with
a coach, feel like an authority in marketing matters. Being knowledgeable
and being quick to churn out marketing
ideas is important but actually developing, applying and executing creative
ideas to generate the desired results is
a different ball game altogether, especially because marketing is not a onecap-fits-all affair. The process might be
the same but the development, application and execution are meant to be
customized per business or brand. This
is why SMEs need to be continuously
inspired, cheered and challenged to go
the extra mile with their marketing in
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order to keep their brand relevant and
profitable. This is what my platform @
LivewithLynda on Instagram brings to
the table.
We are dedicated to celebrating creativity and promoting excellence in
marketing communications. We analyze and review the business and marketing strategies of global and local
brands, as well as their marketing communication activities such as branding
and advertising, public relations (PR),
Above-the-Line (ATL), Below-the-Line
(BTL) & digital advertising. We break
down these complex activities so people can understand the strategy behind the idea, see the genius of it all or
the missed opportunities, and be able
to judge marketing campaign results
against set goals. The aim is to inspire,
inform and provide a platform for businesses and creatives to get feedback
on their strategies and promotions, and
ultimately foster business and creative
excellence. The platform also enables
companies to do the following.
Build Sustainable Businesses
Through business strategy analysis and
marketing reviews of successful global and local brands, SMEs learn valuable tricks which companies home and
abroad use to build and sustain suc-

cessful brands. We analyze the ideas
behind these brands, the unique features of their product or service, the
steps they took in actualizing their objectives and how their advertising and
marketing impacted their business. We
also analyze show-stopping ads that
effectively communicate brand offerings; highlighting elements in the ad
that made the connection with the target audience and won “brand love”.
With this information, SMEs are inspired and challenged to constantly
evaluate, innovate and re-strategize
their marketing communications to ensure sustainability.
Develop and Grow a Bankable Brand
Every brand is unique, and that uniqueness is the key element leveraged by
businesses to grow a bankable brand.
Truth be told, most SMEs in Nigeria do
not care about branding, in fact, they
find it okay to just copy and paste successful business models at face value
without understanding the strategy
behind it, and this leads to market saturation and eventual demise of businesses. Only SMEs with strong brand
personas survive such scenarios, and
what’s most unfortunate is that failed
businesses do not realize that one of
the reasons they failed, was because
they did not develop a strong strategic
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“A business starts,
grows and stays afloat
with marketing”

brand, so they go and repeat the same
process in another company or industry.
By celebrating and reviewing outstanding brands on Live with Lynda, as well
as analyzing those that failed, SMEs
now understand the need to not just
copy and paste ideas, but create their
own unique brand, which is necessary
for business sustainability.
Create Outstanding and Effective Marketing Campaigns
Marketing communication is the lifeblood of a business. Unfortunately, it
is becoming more and more expensive
to achieve effective communication,
hence businesses are always on the
lookout for cost-effective ideas which
can only be achieved through creativity.
SMEs are inspired daily by the different
creative marketing tactics and out-ofthe-box ads analyzed on my platform.
Interestingly, the number of quality attempts by Nigerian brands sent to me
daily has also increased and I see ele-
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ments of issues discussed on my platform utilized and the usual mistakes
avoided. Celebrating outstanding ads
from Nigerian brands on LiveWithLynda has proven to be a great way to get
noticed and it also challenges other
SMEs to strive to become outstanding.
What is more, businesses now have access to a pool of intelligent creatives
from Nigeria in particular and all over
the world on my platform, and can
now have their designs developed under strict guidance by talent from the
platform. In other words, we’ve made it
easy for SMEs to access a diverse pool
of good creatives and vice versa. The
process is seamless and rewarding for
both parties as creatives work from
their comfort zone and SMEs now have
the opportunity to consider different
creative interpretations of a brief before settling for the best option.
Build Formidable Teams and Allies
LivewithLynda is the first and biggest
media platform specializing in marketing communications and followed by
industry professionals. Organizations
can make important decisions like

choosing their next advertising agencies from reviewing the comments and
analyses of Agencies’ work and modus
operandi by the community of professionals on the platform.
Also, through a LivewithLynda initiative called #TheBriefCases, SMEs are
able to recruit intelligent, creative and
passionate staff for their marketing and
communication roles.
Become an Industry Leader
LivewithLynda constantly provides industry news and valuable insights on
brands and businesses through posts
on feeds and stories. This information
help businesses stay informed and outsmart their competition. Also, when
businesses get featured on the platform, they are able to gather valuable
feedback on their brand and ads, which
helps them to continuously innovate
and excel.
With the right approach to creativity
and innovation, brands stand a chance
at making a mark and becoming reference points in their different industries.
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access more

than a business account
Your business deserves:
A dedicated business partner
Access to loans
Networking opportunities
Effective payment and cash
management solutions
Access to capacity building
programmes
Open a Diamond Business
Advantage Account today.

Banking with Access: Branch | ATM | Online | Mobile | Contact Center

Instagram/access_more
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NIGERIA

ARE ANY OF YOUR
GOVERNMENT
APPLICATIONS
TAKING LONGER
THAN USUAL?
Better for Us, Better for You

Get it from your App Store.

Reforms have been implemented by several Ministries, Departments
and Agencies to make business in Nigeria just a little easier; and now,
there is a platform for you to share your feedback, or register your
complaints. Because we understand that transparency and efficiency
are an important part of driving success.

Find out more at:
businessmadeeasy.ng/reportgov

BUSINESS

MADE

EASY
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Driven by:
PRESIDENTIAL
ENABLING BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT COUNCIL
(PEBEC)

Enabling Business Environment Secretariat

4th Floor, Nigeria Investment Promotion Commission (NIPC)
Building, Plot No.1181 Aguiyi Ironsi Street, Maitama, Abuja, FCT
+234 909 323 1541 | +234 909 323 1544 | +234 807 507 9164
info@ebes.gov.ng, www.ebes.gov.ng
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